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PORT OF
BELLEDUNE
Port of belledune celebrates 50 years of growth, diversity
and community
BY CHRISTOPHER WILLIAMS

In 1968, The Beatles topped the charts with Hey Jude,
and the first “manned” spacecraft orbited the moon. Simultaneously, New Brunswick’s Village of Belledune became a centre of unprecedented progress with the
construction of a major deep-water port. The remote
community saw hardware stores open. Gas stations and
grocers flourished. Port expansions continued through
the decades resulting in new customers and record traffic.
“In 2018, we handled 402,172 tonnes in July alone which
broke our all-time record for tonnage in a single month,”
says Jenna MacDonald, Director of Marketing & Business
Development. “We also just passed the million-dollar
mark of funds reinvested in the region through sponsor-

ships and donations since 2008.”
The Port is fully committed to the “North Shore” where
sandy beaches meet the warmest waters north of Virginia
in the summer. With only 15 full-time employees, the
Belledune Port Authority (BPA) supports almost 2,000 direct and indirect jobs.
Denis D. Caron, President & CEO of the BPA since 2016,
says it’s an exciting time for the port to reach middle-age.
“Last year we netted a profit of $2,685,200, which is an
increase of 14% profit over the year before. We are delivering a better quality of life for our surrounding communities and will continue to do so. This policy is part of
the port’s DNA,” Caron declares.

The Port of Belledune in northwestern New Brunswick
welcomed 88 vessels last year and handled 2,039,380
tonnes of diverse cargo.
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PORT OF
BELLEDUNE
INTERMODAL CONNECTIVITY
Just five minutes off the highway, Port of Belledune facilities have direct access to the Atlantic Ocean via the Bay
of Chaleur. This results in fast shipping times to Europe
and beyond. The region has strong air connections too
with the Bathurst airport only 40 kms away; Charlo airport
is 45 kms, and the Moncton International Airport is 250
kms south. The port also welcomes 150 trucks per day,
and 38,250 trucks annually.
Belledune was first settled in 1815 and many evacuees
of the Great Miramichi Fire followed in 1825. The region
experienced transformational change in the 1960s under
New Brunswick premier Louis Robichaud with the construction of a lead and zinc smelter to support mining
south of Bathurst. “In the early days, the port mainly
served the mining industry but the permanent shutdown
of the Brunswick Mine in 2013 closed a big door,” recalls
Caron.

Happy
50th !

1968

When you are in business
for this long, clients
become partners.
Partners become friends.

Thank you for 20 years of partnership.

qsl.com
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PORT OF
BELLEDUNE

2000

Fortunately, strategic investments over the years secured
the port’s future with four diverse marine terminals. The
first expansion took place in 1993 to meet the needs of a
new coal-fired NB Power generating plant in Belledune.
Shipments of coal and petroleum coke still comprise 47%
of the port’s tonnage, but the future of the plant is uncertain. “Accordingly, we reduced our dependency and now
handle 24 different commodities with a focus on bulk and
break-bulk,” he explains.
In 1998, a mixed cargo terminal was added. The port became a Canadian Port Authority in 2000, and shipping
perlite since 2002 has advanced diversification efforts. A
defining year was 2011 with the completion of two new
terminals; a roll-on/roll-off terminal and another for
barges. A new modular fabrication facility was built beside a second huge building for complementary services.
This paved the way for new cargo types such as generators, modular homes and trailers. The BPA also acquired
more land which now totals 1,600 acres. Danika Keeley,
the BPA’s first female board chair, says a strong liaison
with federal and provincial governments allowed the BPA
to significantly improve its infrastructure.
FIVE GROWTH SECTORS
The BPA has adopted a new business development
method concentrating on five specific growth sectors: Energy, Forestry, Mining and Minerals, Agriculture, and
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Modular. “Forest products have been in the cargo mix since
the late 1990s,” notes Caron. “This year, we hit a milestone
of 1 million tonnes of wood pellets exported by two shippers.” Wood chips are also exported to Turkey where they are
turned into medium density fiberboard. The port ships salt to
Morocco; petroleum coke to the U.S.; coal to Columbia; sulfuric acid to Chile, and biomass to the UK—to name a few.
A key partner is Eastern Canada Stevedoring, a subsidiary of
Quebec Stevedoring Limited. “With skilled workers and stateof-the-art equipment, clients can trust their cargo is well-handled,” credits Caron. “It’s a terrific advantage to have 60 acres
on the marine terminal where there is deeper water than many
smaller ports, plus we have Eastern’s world-class stevedoring.
Safety is our top priority and we hold the highest standard security rating from Transport Canada.”

2004

1988

As President and CEO, Caron is responsible for port operations and navigating the course ahead. “I had a tough act to
follow with Rayburn Doucett retiring,” he acknowledges.

50

YEARS ANS

1968-2018

CONGRATULATIONS TO
BELLEDUNE PORT AUTHORITY
ON 50 YEARS OF
INNOVATION, GROWTH AND COMMUNITY CARE.

2004

FÉLICITATIONS À
L’ADMINISTRATION PORTUAIRE DE BELLEDUNE
POUR 50 ANS
D’INNOVATION, DE CROISSANCE, ET DE SOINS COMMUNAUTAIRES.
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PORT OF
BELLEDUNE
“Rayburn took the port to new
heights, and our Director of Operations and Harbour Master, Captain
Wynford Goodman, has been working at the Port of Belledune for 30
years. Barry Kyle, our past Chairman
between 2011 and 2018, was also influential. I am pleased to continue
their vision of sustainable growth.”
GREEN MARINE AND FIRST
NATIONS SUPPORT
In 2017, the BPA demonstrated its
commitment to sustainability becoming the newest participant in Green
Marine—the largest voluntary environmental certification program for
the maritime industry in North America. Another highlight for Caron was
signing an agreement with First Nation communities to establish a
framework for consultation on future
projects. “The port is situated on the
traditional land of the Mi’gmaq people, so it’s essential we forge a path
forward that is practical, respectful

and supportive.” The port continues
to consult with five regional First Nation communities and recently
bought a 15-seat passenger van to
provide public tours of the site. A
community Family Day was also held
to celebrate the big 5-0.

The Port of Belledune is embracing
its five decades of international trade
experience. “Vessels are calling
globally, and we are just getting
started,” says Caron, glancing out at
the bay. “This port has room to attract new business that provides
prosperity and employment to
northern New Brunswick. We will do
what is right for the environment and
continue to build meaningful relationships with our stakeholders. Our
proactive team and strategic vision
have us well positioned for unlimited
success!”
12 • Canadian Sailings • November 5, 2018

QSL TAILOR-MADE SUCCESS
QSL is a world-class stevedore and terminal operator providing
tailor-made handling and logistics solutions. With more than
40 years of experience, it operates a network spreading from
Chicago to St. John’s, Newfoundland, and handles over 20
million tonnes of cargo annually. The reputation of its
innovative and problem-solving culture is well established
along the St. Lawrence river and throughout the Great Lakes.

Always looking ahead, QSL will now be
offering a new service to its customers:
point-to-point transportation services.
QSL and Groupe Robert now co-own Watson Sycamore, a
company that specializes in the transportation of heavy and
oversized loads. President and CEO Robert Bellisle says that
QSL has always fostered close collaboration with specialized
over-the-road transportation companies and railways to meet
the needs of its customers. QSL’s interest in Watson
Sycamore will enable customers to engage QSL for point-topoint transportation services in the North American market for
oversized cargoes.

qsl.com

“The last thing freight forwarders and project
managers on construction sites want to
untangle are unexpected delays and third
parties blaming each other for things that went
wrong. With QSL’s network of more than 30
terminals, and with the company’s new
association with Watson Sycamore, QSL has
the flexibility to choose from numerous
logistics options to arrive at one that best suits
the customer’s needs.” Robert Bellisle,
President and CEO.
QSL and Watson Sycamore have worked together on numerous
projects in the past, and have learned to fine-tune their
operations to avoid unexpected surprises and delays. Such
projects ranged from port handling and transportation of wind
turbines and towers for green power projects, to moving 90
tonne electrical generators for mining companies, as well as
girders for Montreal’s new Champlain bridge, to name only a
few. Both companies have a culture of innovation, so their
coming together to provide integrated services was a natural
consequence of their working together on so many occasions.

PROJECT CARGO
big stuff yet to come at b.C.’s Site C dam megaproject
BY KEITH NORBURY
The $10.7 billion Site C hydroelectric dam project in northeastern B.C. entered its third year of construction this summer with more than 3,000 workers on the job. They include
more than 700 heavy equipment operators, more than 300
carpenters and scaffolders, about 75 ironworkers, and
some 70 crane operators. Photos on the Site C website
show dozens if not hundreds of gargantuan pieces of
equipment moving earth and erecting structures on the
site, which straddles the Peace River at Fort St. John. Many
of the cranes, trucks and excavators had to be transported
to Site C, along with materials to build the powerhouse,
substation structure, and ATCO trailers for 1,600 units of
workforce housing.

pacity of 1,100 megawatts and produce enough electricity
to power 450,000 homes. B.C.’s provincial government,
then with the Liberal party in power, approved the project
in 2014. After the New Democrats gained power in 2016,
they grudgingly agreed to continue with the Site C project.
That was despite having campaigned against it in the May
election and over the objections of the three-member
Green party caucus with whom the NDP had forged a
power-sharing agreement. But the B.C. Utilities Commission had issued a report warning that it would cost $4 billion to cancel the project and result in 10 per cent higher
electricity bills.

This summer Vancouver-based Apex Specialized Rigging
& Moving delivered six 83-tonne transformers to a Site C
substation. But those are tiny compared to the turbines
and other components that are still to arrive. “Most of the
big stuff is yet to come,” said John Brise, operations manager for Apex.

A LONG TIME COMING

Site C construction started in the summer of 2015 and is
scheduled for completion in 2024. The third dam and generating station on the Peace River, Site C will have a ca-

Proposed as far back as the 1950s, Site C has in recent
years generated a lot of controversy. That includes from
environmentalists, First Nations, and farmers concerned
that it would flood farmland and alienate traditional territories. Proponents have argued that it would produce
clean power that doesn’t generate carbon emissions. B.C.
Green Party leader Andrew Weaver, a University of Victoria
climate scientist, used to support Site C for that reason.

Apex Specialized Rigging &
Moving prepares to unload
transformers at the Septimus
rail siding near the Site C
hydroelectric dam project in
northeastern B.C. this summer.
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Apex then transported the transformers, one at a time,
from the siding to Site C, using a 16-wheel single drop
heavy-duty low bed trailer towed by a “very heavy-duty”
Kenworth C500 truck. The moves required a crew of five,
including truck driver, riggers, and the operator of a Cormach folding boom truck-mounted crane to set up the
gear. The turbine parts are “the big chunk that’s left,” Mr.
Brise said. That’s also a transportation contract Apex is
hoping to win.
Apex, formerly called Apex Industrial Movers, did a highlevel transportation report for the manufacturer of the tur-

Apex Specialized Rigging & Moving
hauls one of six transformers to Site C
dam site from the Septimus rail siding.

Photos: Apex Specialized Rigging & Moving

While plenty of criticism of Site C persists, work on the
project is proceeding apace. That includes installing those
aforementioned six transformers, which were shipped
from South Korea and arrived at Fraser Surrey Docks near
Vancouver, from where they were transferred by rail to
Septimus, a siding about 20 kilometres from the south
side of Site C, Mr. Brise said. “And we did the transload
from rail by jack and slide, and then offloaded off our
trailer onto the pad with jack and slide as well,” Brise said,
explaining later that “instead of using a crane, you jack
the item up and then slide it on the rails.”

bines, Mr. Brise confirmed. However, he wasn’t at liberty
to talk about that because the contractor, Voith Hydro Inc.,
hasn’t “let the contract on transport of the turbines.”
BC Hydro, the provincial government crown corporation
building the Site C dam, has awarded the turbine contract
to Voith Hydro. According to BC Hydro’s quarterly
progress report on Site C for April to June 2018, Voith
“continues the assembly and welding of embedded turbine components in its temporary manufacturing facility
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PROJECT CARGO
on the right bank at site.” Voith’s factory in São Paulo, Brazil “will supply
the majority of turbine generator
components, and has produced several of the cast steel parts for the first
turbine, followed by machining,” the
report noted.
A glance at a map suggests that shipping those turbines through Houston,
Texas, from Brazil would be most direct route to Site C. The current
schedule calls for the turbine installation in the powerhouse to begin during the summer of 2020, BC Hydro
says. “I am by no means an expert on
international ocean freight, but it
does depend on where ships naturally go,” Mr. Brise said. “I know that
a lot of the transformer type freight
comes in on vessels to the port of
Vancouver, and if it’s easy to get from
the port of Vancouver to Site C, then
it’s probably more economical that
way, rather than diverting a ship. If the
ship was going to stop in Prince Rupert anyways, that may be attractive.”

Specialized equipment that looks
like it escaped from a Star Wars
movie set is used to unload
railcars at Septimus siding on Site
C’s south bank in March 2018.

CRITICISM OF TRANSPORT
TENDERING PROCESS

ble for all transportation and transportation logistics of the Equipment
to the Site, including for all risks and
costs associated with such transportation.” Mr. Brise also indicated that is
the way it works: “As far as I understand it, it’s entirely up to the manufacturer to get its equipment to the
site,” he said.

Jan Beringer, President and CEO of
Calgary-based freight forwarders
Rohde & Liesenfeld Canada Inc., criticized BC Hydro for leaving responsibility for shipping project cargo to
overseas suppliers who might be
tempted to route that cargo through
U.S. ports. “There needs to be more
control of freight on Canadian projects that allows for awareness and
routing of cargo through Canadian
ports rather than leaving it up to foreign suppliers to ship the cargo in any
way they like,” Mr. Beringer said. BC
Hydro did not respond to requests to
its Site C media line for interviews
and information. That was despite receiving emailed questions that the
Site C project team had requested.
Nevertheless, BC Hydro’s 602-page
2016 contract with Voith for the supply and installation of generators
states, with some qualifications, that
“the Contractor will be fully responsi-

Mr. Beringer has problems with that.
“Doing that method of purchasing really makes it difficult for any one logistics company to have visibility of
what’s actually moving,” he said. It
also makes it difficult for ports to get
involved. “If it comes into a Canadian
port, a Canadian trucking company
will ultimately move the materiel to
the site,” Mr. Beringer said. “But the
visibility of when it’s coming and how
it’s being shipped and whether you
have any influence to ship it into a
West Coast port like Prince Rupert or
Stewart, you don’t have that control.
It’s being controlled overseas.” Shipping through B.C.’s northern ports offers significant advantages to
shippers, he said. For one thing, they
are a lot closer to Asia where much of
the cargo originates. “You can be in
those ports from Asia in as little as 14
days, whereas going into Houston,
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you’re looking at more like 30 days on
the ocean,” Mr. Beringer said. The
Asia-Houston route also involves transiting the Panama Canal. Prince Rupert and Stewart are also much closer
by land to Site C than U.S. ports or
even Vancouver.

PROJECT MOVES APPEAR SPARSE
Ted Pickell, Chair and CEO of Stewart
World Port, said he’s not aware of the
port handling anything for Site C so
far. But he would welcome the opportunity. “We’ll handle anything for a
buck,” Mr. Pickell said by phone from
his corporate office in Fort Saint John
about three kilometres from Site C.
“I’m not exaggerating, it’s just down
the hill.”
Port of Prince Rupert didn’t respond to
a request for comment. At Port Vancouver, senior account representative
Doug Mills wasn’t able to offer
specifics about Site C project cargo
because the port authority doesn’t operate the terminals. However, he presumed that because Site C has been
in operation for a few years and Vancouver is the country’s top gateway for
import cargo, “I’m going to assume,
yeah, that we’ve been moving components, steel etc., for that project.”

PROJECT CARGO MARINE Review

The trucking association has been
participating in a project cargo working group with the B.C. government
for a few years to establish a pre-approved project corridor for loads of
up to 125 tonnes. Mr. Earle said a firm
hired to perform some of the scanning work encountered technical difficulties last year, which has delayed
implementation. “We remain optimistic,” Mr. Earle said. “But it’s coming to point now where we wonder
exactly how much business are we
losing?”
Mr. Mills, who also serves on the project cargo working group, confirmed
that a technical glitch has delayed the
pre-approved corridor. But he said he
expects it will be approved and announced soon. He also noted that a
company can still obtain a permit to
move large loads and that the
process has “sped up immensely”
because the Ministry of Transportation now has much better data. “So
in effect, we have a semi-working corridor now,” Mr. Mills said. Besides
that, many project cargoes destined
for Site C are heavy but compact, Mr.
Mills pointed out. “I think most of the
cargo is going to be lower than the
prescribed requirement for overheight,” Mr. Mills said.

LNG CANADA RECEIVING MORE
BUZZ
As noted earlier, Fraser Surrey Docks
handled the six transformers that
Apex unloaded at Septimus. Unfortu-

nately, Canadian Sailings’ contact at
Fraser Surrey Docks didn’t respond to
an interview request. Also not responding was the Calgary-based
LaPrairie Group of Companies, even
though photos of its cranes, trucks,
and trailers feature prominently of the
Site C website. Those machines are
doing some heavy work. They include
a crawler crane installing conveyor
equipment on the south bank in January 2018; a truck and trailer mobilizing equipment for the turbines and
generators contractor in February
2018; and a Liebherr crane working at
the south bank batch plant in September 2016.

ration, said his company has moved
in some workforce housing to Site
C. Entrec has also brought in smaller
equipment such as rough terrain
and crawler cranes. But he doesn’t
consider any of that to be project
work because it will eventually have
to be hauled out. And none of that
compares to Entrec’s specialty,
which is hauling huge modules to
the Alberta oil sands. “It’s not a needle-mover for us whatsoever,” Mr.
Stevens said of Site C. What he expects to have a much greater impact
is the recently announced $40 billion Canada LNG project in Kitimat.
“I think that’s a way bigger story,
even for Fort Saint John and Daw-

Equipment galore works on the north bank
excavation of Site C in June 2018.

Photo: BC Hydro

Dave Earle, President of the B.C.
Trucking Association, said he hasn’t
heard anything about association
members carrying big loads to Site C.
“I do know that a lot of traffic going
to the oil patch still remains going
through Houston,” Mr. Earle said. He
attributed that to various factors, including limited space at breakbulk
terminals, and obstructions like highway and rail overpasses on the corridor linking Vancouver with northern
B.C.

By October 2016, Calgary-based
ATCO Structures & Logistics moved
in pre-fabricated workforce housing
for 1,600 Site C employees. BC
Hydro had awarded ATCO an eightyear $470 million contract to design,
build, operate, and maintain the
housing project. Neither BC Hydro
nor ATCO responded to questions
about how the housing units were
transported to Site C.
John Stevens, president of CEO of
Acheson, Alta.-based Entrec Corpo-

son Creek. It’s amazing actually,” Mr.
Stevens said.
Mr. Mills noted that when he attended the Breakbulk Americas Conference in Houston in early October,
there was a lot of buzz about LNG
Canada, which has just been announced. But not so much buzz
about Site C. Mr. Pickell also expressed more enthusiasm for the
LNG Canada project, saying “We’re
already quoting some cargo for the
LNG.”
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PROJECT CARGO
modernization project expected to boost Thunder bay’s
cargo prospects

Work is underway
on a $15 million
modernization of port
of Thunder Bay’s
Keefer terminal, which
will include a 4,645
square metre multipurpose heated
building.

Work is underway on a $15 million project to modernize the
Keefer terminal at the port of Thunder Bay that is expected
to enhance the Port’s project cargo business. “We’ve had
this in the books for quite awhile. But now that we have the
funding, we’re going to push ahead with it,” said Tim Heney,
CEO of Thunder Bay Port Authority. The project recently received a $7.5 million grant from the $2 billion National Trade
Corridors Fund that federal Transportation Minister Marc
Garneau announced in July.
“The project involves adding tracks and laydown areas for
cargo staging and transshipment to respond to increased
demand, and building a 4,645 square metre multi-purpose
heated facility to suit requirements of terminal users,” a Government of Canada news release noted. The railyard part of
the project is done, save for installing the rail itself, Mr. Heney
said. “But we’re already using it for wind turbine laydown,”
he added. Preloading of the area for the building foundation
with gravel started in the first week of October.
The new heated building would be similar to one that the
terminal opened in 2005. “The terminal here is mostly unheated space. And in Thunder Bay that’s a pretty tough sell,”
Mr. Heney said.
18 • Canadian Sailings • November 5, 2018

MORE LAYDOWN AREA COMING
The project, which earlier received $1 million from the
Northern Ontario Heritage Fund Corporation, also involves
tearing down an old building on the dock to create more
laydown area for cargo, Mr. Heney said. “The fact that it’s
on the dock is really an obstacle to our operations because
most of our cargo is larger, outdoor cargo — steel, wind
turbines, and things like that,” Mr. Heney said. Vasko
Popovic, Operations Manager at Thunder Bay for Logistec
Stevedoring, said the indoor storage won’t have a big impact on project cargoes his company handles because
things like windmill parts “don’t really require indoor or
heated storage.” However, Mr. Popovic said the additional
rail trackage and laydown areas are “going to definitely
improve” Logistec’s ability to serve customers such as
those requiring rail deliveries of steel to Western Canada.
Tearing down the old building on the dock “would be the
most beneficial part” because it could potentially create
two more laydown areas adjacent to the dock. “The most
practical laydown area when you’re unloading a ship is the
one that is close to the ship,” Mr. Popovic said. “The closer
the better it is from a stevedoring point of view.”
A lot of what Logistec handles is steel pipe and steel rail.

Photo:Thunder Bay Port Authority

BY KEITH NORBURY

PROJECT CARGO MARINE Review
Ideally, shippers like to move rail in
longer lengths because it reduces the
need for welding the pieces together
at the site. “So once you get over a
certain size, like over 50, 60 feet,
you’ve got to go by rail because
trucking becomes really expensive,”
Mr. Popovic said.

Liebherr EHM 320
mobile harbour crane
handles project cargo at
the port of Thunder Bay.

BIG WIND PROJECTS ON HORIZON

For all of 2017, Thunder Bay handled
30,996 tonnes of general cargo, just
under the 31,540 tonnes in 2016,
which was the most at the port since
2008 when general cargo volumes totalled 65,818 tonnes. In 2002 and before, general cargo often surpassed
100,000 tonnes, including a 1966 high
of 823,222 tonnes.
Mr. Heney predicted that 2019 will be
a big year for project cargo at Thunder
Bay because major wind energy projects are due to begin construction in
Alberta and Saskatchewan.
In December 2017, the Alberta government announced it had chosen
three companies to build four wind
power projects totalling about $1 billion in value, and capable of generating a combined 600 megawatts,
enough to power 255,000 homes,
CBC
reported.
Meanwhile,
SaskPower aims to increase its wind
power capacity tenfold to about
2,100 megawatts by 2030. This September, the Saskatchewan government announced a 177-megawatt
wind project near Herbert that would
produce enough power for 70,000
homes, as noted by CBC.
“So wind cargoes are going to be
strong for the next two to three years,
is what they’re saying,” Mr. Heney said.

Photo:Thunder Bay Port Authority

As of July 2018, the cumulative total
for the year of general cargo at Thunder Bay was 13,439 tonnes, just above
the 13,282 tonnes in the same period
in 2017. Those figures were a tiny fraction of the total of 3.7 million tonnes
handled for that timeframe in 2018
and the 4.1 million tonnes in 2017.
One thing Thunder Bay hasn’t handled
to Mr. Heney’s knowledge is any project cargo destined for the Site C dam
project in northern B.C. (See related
story). But Thunder Bay has handled
projected cargoes, such as massive
cranes, going to and from the Alberta
oil sands, as well as transformers for
Manitoba Hydro projects. Other recent
projects included a mining camp from
Saskatchewan that was shipped to the
Caribbean, and a modular hotel from
Poland that moved to Calgary in 2017.
Mr. Heney is also hoping that Thunder
Bay will also handle project cargo, including pipe, for the $40 billion LNG
Canada project in Kitimat that just received the blessing of the NDP government in B.C.

volume of project cargo in tonnes,
which can be misleading for bulky yet
relatively light cargoes such as windmills. “They’re not heavy but it doesn’t
take too many of them to fill up a
ship,” Mr. Heney said. For that reason,
it makes sense to record such cargoes
in freight-tonnes, which the port does
internally, but which numbers the Portdoes not publish.

Of late, Thunder Bay has received wind
turbines from Germany but they have
also arrived from Denmark and Spain.
They arrive on ocean-going vessels directly from Europe and are unloaded
at Thunder Bay before going by truck,
or sometimes by rail, to their ultimate
destinations in western Canada. “And
generally they take grain back to Europe as backhaul,” Mr. Heney said.

Handling project cargo is also much
more labour-intensive than handling
grain. “You can get up to 50, 60 people working around Keefer just on this
cargo,” Mr. Heney said.

Mr. Heney said project cargo is important to the port for reasons that outweigh the volumes alone. “One is so
that the ships are never travelling
empty at any part of the voyage,” Mr.
Heney said. “All the costs of the Seaway are absorbed by cargo going both
ways (to) make it more efficient.”

WORTH MORE THAN THEIR
WEIGHT

Project cargo also provides other employment, such for specialty truckers
and fabricators. Work of the latter include welding wind turbine parts to rail
cars or trucks, and cutting the welds
that secure turbine components to the
ships.

The port’s official statistics record the

“It does provide a lot more spinoff in
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terms of economic development in the community than normal bulk cargo does,” Mr. Heney said.
Among the companies that are hoping to benefit from
additional project cargo opportunities at Thunder Bay is
Fabmar Metals Inc. Fabmar provides services to support
stevedoring at the port, including securing cargoes on
truck and rail cars, said owner Dale Ryynanen by email.
“All I can say is if the volume at the port increased, we
should see more opportunity to increase our volume of
work and that should increase our work force as well,” Mr.
Ryynanen said.
Back in 2004, Keefer was handling a lot less cargo and only
had about 25 employees, Mr. Heney said. Today about 150
people work there, he estimated.
“So it’s taken awhile, but I think we have the mass, the critical
mass now, the reputation to keep it going,” Mr. Heney said.
Also enhancing the port’s project cargo handling is the Liebherr EHM 320 mobile harbour crane that went into service
in 2012. At the time, Jan Beringer, President and CEO of Calgary-based project freight forwarders Rohde & Liesenfeld

Canada Inc., said the crane would enable the port to “to
bring plug-and-play modules from Asia into Thunder Bay
and reload them onto either truck or railcars,” something
that was previously not cost-effective because cranes had to
be mobilized from outside the port. Mr. Heney said the
crane, which can lift 104 tonnes at 36 metres, is performing
as expected. “You can use it all around the yard as well as
unloading ships — so loading trucks and railcars and things
like that,” he said. “You can move it anywhere you want in
the terminal. Yes, it’s been an interesting addition.”
When the terminal bought the crane in the wake of the 2008
recession, it might not have seemed like the greatest deal at
US$2.4 million even though the U.S. dollar was then at par
with the loonie. But then again, Thunder Bay’s business was
picking up, Mr. Heney said. In a similar way, Thunder Bay is
now receiving steel from Europe, such as structural steel from
Luxembourg and rail from Spain, in part because of the recent steel tariff battle between Canada and the U.S. “Most
of that used to come out of the U.S. to Western Canada,”
Mr. Heney said. “We’re kind of contrarians here,” he added
later. “When there are issues impacting other places, we
seem to do better. It’s not a rule, just an observation.”

The Furthest Inland Port in Canada

Project cargo gateway for Western Canada
Full service terminal
Extensive indoor and outdoor laydown area

Backhaul bulk cargo available

www.portofthunderbay.ca
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PROJECT CARGO MARINE Review
New barge terminal demonstrates value of New brunswick
project cargo partnership
BY KEITH NORBURY

Styve Dumouchel, President of Lorneville Mechanical, told
Canadian Sailings that the barge terminal was just a small
but nevertheless crucial ingredient enabling his company
to bid on and win the refinery module contract. “These
projects are long term projects,” Mr. Dumouchel said. “You
bid on them and build them. Having the facility is important
but it’s a very small portion of the whole project. However,
without the facility we couldn’t do the project.”

A CHICKEN AND EGG THING
While the barge terminal hasn’t been used since that inaugural project, Mr. Dumochel expects his company will even-

tually put it to more good use. In the past, his company has
lost out on opportunities in its own backyard — to shops in
Texas, Spain, and China — because it had no way to move
the modules. “So it’s important to have it,” Mr. Dumouchel
said. “It’s a chicken and egg thing. You need it there to enable you to bid – without it, you can’t move the manufactured components, so there is no point submitting a bid.”
The new barge facility, and its role in moving the modules
to the refinery is among the initiatives being promoted by
the New Brunswick Modular Fabrication & Project Cargo
Partnership, which was formed two years ago to spread the
word about the province’s modular fabrication capabilities
and abilities to ship those giant modules almost anywhere.
Ian McCoy, Director of Investment Attraction with Enterprise Saint John, said the partnership started as a research
effort to identify New Brunswick’s competitive advantages,
what types of projects the province should pursue, and
where it should spend money trying to go after them. “Instead of shooting with a shotgun, we should use with a rifle
and be a little bit more targeted in the way we go after
things,” Mr. McCoy explained.
The initial effort included building a website,
www.thinkbignb.com, and hiring an engineer to promote
the province’s capabilities to EPCMs (engineering, procurement, construction and management companies). “We

Photo: Develop Saint John

From the Lorneville Mechanical Contractors Ltd. shop on
the west side of Saint John, N.B., to the Irving Oil Refinery
on the city’s east side is less than 20 kilometres by road. But
the route has a lot of obstructions, not the least being a
bridge across the Saint John River. And that meant
Lorneville Mechanical couldn’t bid on jobs to build giant
modules at the nearby refinery — even though the fabrication company had the wherewithal to make them — until
this year. Making the move possible was the opening of the
$7.1 million Spruce Lake Barge terminal on Bay of Fundy’s
Lorneville Harbour just a few hundred metres away from
Lorneville Mechanical. In April 2018, a pair of 120,000 cubic
feet, 200-tonne refining modules built at the fabrication facility departed the new barge terminal for the refinery.

Spruce Lake Barge Terminal near Saint
John, N.B., handles its first piece of
project cargo in April 2018.
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know there are different ways to get
this done, but we were just trying to
create awareness that New Brunswick
is uniquely located on the East Coast
of Canada with access to New England and also to the rest of Canada,”
Mr. McCoy said. Enterprise Saint
John, a development agency funded
by five regional municipalities in
Greater Saint John, is just one member of the partnership. Also involved
are Port Saint John, Port of Belledune
on Chaleur Bay in the north of the
province, Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency, Opportunities New
Brunswick, and Develop Saint John
(formerly Saint John Industrial Parks).

Photo: Develop Saint John

Refinery module measuring
200,000 cubic feet is
transported on a haul road to
the new Spruce Lake Barge
Terminal in April 2018.

PORTS HAVE OWN MODULAR
FACILITIES
Each of the two ports has its own
“state-of-the art” modular fabrication
facility, notes www.thinkbignb.ca. The
24,000 square feet Port Saint John facility has 65 feet of clearance and a
“mega door” 48 feet high and 68 feet
wide. Its floor is designed for a maximum “surcharge load” of 1,000 foot
pounds squared. An extensive paved
space outside the building is “available for project staging, offers easy
access to rail and road” and connects
to a 119,705 square feet “general
purpose facility for storage and operation.”
Belledune’s “ultra modern” 40,000
square feet modular fabrication building also boasts 65 feet of clearance,
as well a pair of 20-tonne overhead
cranes. The port also has open space
and highway access.
The partnership website posted case
studies of recent modular fabrication
projects at both ports. For example,
Man Diesel & Turbo Canada Ltd.
chose the Belledune facility to build
electrical module enclosures and install gensets and auxiliary equipment
destined for Nunavut. Port Saint John,
meanwhile, provided staging “for suction anchors, steel reels holding wires,
flexible risers and umbilicals for the

(cancelled) Neptune LNG receiving
project off the coast of Massachussetts.”
Paula Copeland, Director of Communications and corporate social responsibility for Port Saint John, said that
while the Neptune project was eight
years ago, it remains “a good example of how multiple parties come together to work on a project in our
port.” More recently, Port Saint John’s
modular fabrication facility, completed
in 2017, worked for several months on
a tidal turbine that has since been deployed. This summer, the port’s Long
Wharf handled import cargo destined
for a new wind energy farm in eastern
New Brunswick. “There are several industries in the collective with small
opportunities and having a partnership allows us to collectively promote
all capabilities within a single supply
chain for modular fabrication and project cargo handling in New Brunswick.
This is an opportunity for a small region to promote on a global level,”
Ms. Copeland said by email. She
added that Saint John was recently
designated as a Foreign Trade Zone
Point, making it “easier than ever to
engage with international businesses,
and to reach international markets.”
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BELLEDUNE REPORTS CARGO
RECORD
Port of Belledune didn’t respond to a
request for updates on its involvement with the partnership and its project cargo business. However, it
announced in a recent news release
that it broke its monthly tonnage
record this July with 402,172 tonnes
handled. The port was also on track to
challenge its annual record of 2.3 million tonnes in 2009. How much of that
is project cargo, the new release
didn’t say. However, in the port’s
Spring 2017 CargoFlex newsletter,
CEO Denis Caron said the modular
sector was one of the port’s five
growth sectors.
Meanwhile, Port Saint John handled
33,519 tonnes of breakbulk in 2017,
up from only 5,956 the year before.
Ms. Copeland noted that project
cargo is a small part of Saint John’s
volumes — 3,220 tonnes in 2017.
However, it is showing “steady
growth” — with 6,140 tonnes in 2018
to the end of August, compared with
just 956 tonnes for all of 2016, the
year before partnership was launched.
The Spruce Lake Barge Facility
doesn’t have a track record. Brian Irving, Director of Sales and Assets with

PROJECT CARGO MARINE Review
Develop Saint John, isn’t at all concerned that the facility
hasn’t received much use yet. “For example, I think the
labour profile on the two processor units that went over to
Irving is over $1.5 million,” said Mr. Irving, who is no relation
to the industrialist Irving family that owns the refinery. “Just
talk about putting a million and a half in the jeans of the
blue collar workforce. Those guys spend money.”
Develop Saint John, the real estate arm of the City of Saint
John, owns the Spruce Lake terminal. In its earlier incarnation as the Saint John Industrial Parks, Develop Saint John
had built up a bankroll of robust sales, said Mr. Irving. That
money plus $3 million contributions each from the provincial and federal governments meant the city didn’t have to
put any new cash into the barge terminal, which came in
under its $7.5 million budget.

POTENTIAL TO EMPLOY HUNDREDS
Founded in 1977, Lorneville Mechanical typically employs
about 50 to 70 people, but can ramp that up to 300 for a
large project, Mr. Dumouchel said. It has a 15-acre site that
includes a 75,000 square feet indoor space. The company
also operates a pipe spooling shop on the other side of
town.
“What led up to wanting the Spruce Lake Barge facility is

that we had lost lots of opportunities in the early 2000s for
projects within our own backyard that we just could not bid
because we didn’t have the facility,” Mr. Dumouchel said.
The company specializes in building modules for oil and
gas and other energy markets, such as refining and power
plants, as well as mining operations. It also does some work
on pulp mills, although he noted, “not a lot of pulp mills
being built these days.” Now he is hoping that his company
will have a crack at big jobs along the Eastern Seaboard of
the U.S., as well in the Canadian arctic. “We have to be realistic. We’re not going to bid on faraway projects, let’s say,
in Asia,” Mr. Dumouchel said.
Warren Long, who was the project lead for the partnership
until September 2018, said Dumouchel’s company can
compete for projects so long as it can demonstrate to the
major players that it has the experience and capability to
build to the quality required. “And then, of course, we’ve
got some way to transport it,” Mr. Long said.

INDOOR FABRICATION PREFERRED
Building modules indoors is the preferred method because
productivity is many times greater and more cost-effective
than when building outdoors in often inclement weather.
“The general rule of thumb is bigger is better if you can do
it in a controlled environment,” said Mr. Long, a semi-re-

HOW TO BUILD AN EMPIRE
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tired professional engineer and project management professional who still has his credentials. “And a controlled environment means in a factory or in a warehouse or whatever.
You also have to have a big enough building to be able to
build these things and then move them.”
The Spruce Lake Barge Facility opens up new markets for
Lorneville Mechanical. Mr. Long even floated the notion of
bidding on opportunities in Korea. But he doubted that
bidding on jobs in the Alberta oil patch would be attainable because dams on the St. Lawrence Seaway would restrict the size of the units. Project cargo destined for
Alberta does go through Houston, Texas. However, Mr.
Long noted that routes from Houston north pose many logistical challenges in the form of railway bridges and highway overpasses — not to mention load limits that vary from
state to state. “That’s why marine modular is so attractive
because you can put a lot of stuff on a module and put one
or two tugs on it, and away you go, right across the
ocean,” said Mr. Long, who previously worked for Irving
Oil. Mr. Irving said a good job has been done of building
the necessary infrastructure in the province. However,
there’s a risk it could be for nought without thoughtful marketing efforts.
“You can’t just market. You can’t shoot ducks when they
don’t fly,” Mr. Irving said. “So we really have to be working closely with industry partners to make sure they’re at
the table when these megaprojects are being conceived.” To that end, the partnership recently issued a
new request for proposals to support efforts “to investigate, develop and promote the establishment” of a modular fabrication and project cargo handling “centre of

excellence” in the province.
Among the requirements the winning proposal will have to
achieve are giving the task force a “thorough understanding” of the sector’s main participants, “a better understanding” of the sector’s logistics and supply chain in New
Brunswick “at the subcontractor and supplier level,” and a
list of all key contacts for all those companies “to be used
as a tool by the industry partners.”
Mr. McCoy said the purpose of the latest RFP is to find a
consultant “who can go do a market scan.” The deadline
for the RFP was Sept. 30. He declined to say how many responses the RFP received. However, he did expect that the
winning bid would be able to deliver the final report by its
Nov. 30 deadline.
“But we’re not really limiting ourselves to anything,” Mr.
McCoy said. “There’s a lot of modular construction going
on in the oil and gas industry and the mining industry and
many other industries,” Mr. McCoy said. “The green energy
sector, with wind turbines, and tidal turbines, or whatever
those things might be. If it can be built into a larger module,
we want people to be aware that New Brunswick is another
opportunity for them to do that type of work.”
Mr. Irving stressed that the partnership is a provincial initiative, with Belledune as a key player. “We didn’t want to pit
ourselves against each other,” Mr. Irving said, adding that
the goal is to publicize that the province not only has the
capacity but “a serious history of social licence” supporting
heavy industry and fabrication. “We really wanted to make
sure we had a good united front.”
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PROJECT CARGO MARINE Review
Shipping lines and ports gear up for project cargo business
on the Great Lakes
BY ALEX BINKLEY
Spliethoff, operating under the
name BigLift, and McKeil Marine
have geared up to serve the demand for project cargo shipments
on the Seaway/Great Lakes. Their
preparation has been matched by
the ports of Thunder Bay, Hamilton,
Johnston and Valleyfield as well as
several U.S. harbours. However, just
how much project cargo moves
through the Seaway-Great Lakes is
hard to pin down because the St.
Lawrence Seaway doesn’t report
project cargo volumes as a separate
category. It’s included in the general
cargo category and to the end of
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September, general cargo passing through the Seaway
stood at 2.2 million tonnes, down 6.2 per cent compared
to same period in 2017.
Bart Peters, Director of the Atlantic Department of Amsterdam-based Spliethoff says the company delivers containers to Valleyfield and Ramey’s Bend in Ontario as
part of its scheduled Cleveland Europe Express service
and can transport project cargo and steel shipments to
them as well. “Next to these regular ports of call, our
ships are calling at any other port where our customers
ask us to deliver or pick up cargo,” he said. “This year,
we had ships in Johnstown, Hamilton, Erie, Detroit,
Chicago, Burns Harbor, Milwaukee, Duluth and Thunder
Bay.” Shipments can go or come from Russia, Finland,
the Baltic States, the U.K. and continental Europe, he
said. BigLift uses a diverse fleet of specialized transport
ships to haul a wide range of project cargoes including
refinery and energy project components. However he’s
worried about the long-term future of the service “due
to the bizarre and absurd costs for pilotage in the Seaway/Great Lakes. This kills business faster than we can
create it.”

OVER 70 YEARS

Pilotage costs are “the main obstacle for growth at this
moment and are prohibitive for any development,” he
said. “So, no positive news, and, no greater volumes, unless this changes.”
McKeil has a fleet of sectional barges, tugs, work boats,
cranes and other equipment that it has used in the last
decade to tackle a wide variety of projects on the Great
Lakes and in the Eastern Arctic. “Our project services
offer customizable solutions to the unique challenges of
customers,” it says. Loading ramps, spuds and other
modifications are made to service temporary dock facilities, drilling platforms and cargo staging. Among its
many project cargoes, McKeil hauled loads wind turbine
pieces to the Wolfe Island Wind Farm development near
Kingston, the site now houses eight-seven 2.3 MegaWatt
wind turbines.
Port of Thunder Bay bills itself as Canada’s Gateway to
the West. Keefer Terminal, its general cargo facility, received a federal investment of $7.5 million earlier this
year for infrastructure improvements, the port says. The
terminal upgrade also received a $1 million contribution
from the Northern Ontario Heritage Fund. The terminal
is an important link in the supply chain for heavy, dimensional cargoes destined for mine sites, wind farms and
the oilsands in Western Canada.
Reconfiguration of the terminal will ensure that this critical supply chain asset continues to facilitate international trade, and particularly trade between Canada and
Europe. Project cargo shipments are 120 per cent above
average so far this year.
The reconfiguration project involves adding new track infrastructure and laydown areas for cargo staging and
transshipment to respond to increased demand, and
building a 4,645 square metre multi-purpose heated facility to suit requirements of terminal users. An existing
aging shed will be removed to improve cargo and improve site safety.
Work on the project has begun with the removal of existing track and the construction of a two acre granular
laydown area. Building construction is anticipated to
commence in 2019. The terminal is serviced by both CN
and CP and has ready highway access.
An example of the shipments passing through the terminal this year were dozens of modular building units delivered by rail from Western Canada for shipment by
water to the U.S. Virgin Islands. They were transported
by BigLift vessels.
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Many other project cargoes arrived
at the terminal for forwarding across
the Prairies. A common shipment
was windmill components headed
for windfarm developments. As well,
steel components arrived in the port
for Western customers. The terminal
has an 80-acre full service facility including cranes and storage area.
The Port notes it has plenty of backhaul freight including grain, coal and
potash for arriving vessels.
The port of Hamilton also has cranes
and other unloading equipment for
project cargoes, plenty of indoor
warehousing and access to rail and
highway transportation.
The port of Johnstown, which is expanding its project cargo facility by
an additional six acres of land, handled wind farm components for a

project near Picton and imported
steel beams for regional construction projects this year.Valleyfield has

become a staging centre freight and
project components for Arctic and
northern cargoes.

A Leading Terminal
Operator
LOGISTEC provides high quality
cargo-handling services to marine
and industrial customers through
a strong network of strategically
located facilities in the Great
Lakes, the St. Lawrence River,
on the Eastern Seaboard of
North America, and in the
U.S. Gulf.
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How to build ports for the future – Highlights of ACPA’s
60th Annual Conference in Saint John

Photo: Stears Photography

Plan for future changes now and ﬂourish. That’s the takeaway for representatives
from ports across Canada and the world
who gathered in Saint John, NB, September
10-13th for the 60th Annual Conference of
the Association of Canadian Port Authorities (ACPA). Founded in 1958, ACPA
represents all Canadian Port Authorities,
various government entities and companies
doing business in the marine sector. About
200 delegates heard keynote speakers and
panelists focus on the future with such
topics as supply chain clusters, meta-data
analysis, climate resilience, global trade
trends and cruise sector growth.
Marc-Yves Bertin, Director General,
Marine Policy, Transport Canada, says the
National Port Modernization Review—
launched last March with roundtables— “is
aimed at examining economic, social and
environmental issues to put the national
ports system on a ﬁrm footing for the
future, with proper accountability measures
in place.”
Keynote speaker Tiemen Meester,
CEO and Managing Director, DP World
Americas Region, encouraged shippers to
take advantage of emerging global trade
agreements and work with local stakeholders. “When you are looking for investors
you want to support society and the environment; it’s not just about growth and
productivity,” advised Meester. “Ports must
be masters in understanding and predicting
trade ﬂows. It’s more dynamic than I’ve
ever seen, due to currency ﬂuctuations, regulation changes, emerging infrastructure,
capacity changes—and not just on land, but

Wendy Zatylny, President, ACPA; David Phillips, Senior Climatologist,
Environment and Climate Change Canada; Jim Quinn, President
and CEO of Port Saint John.
also water.” The head of DP World’s North
and South American business unit observed
that ports in lesser developed countries are
sometimes challenged to apply the latest
technology due to unreliable power grids.
Meester called on port authorities to
integrate the entire transportation chain.
“The days of just ship-to-shore are gone. It’s
important to have highways leading in and
out of a port.” He sees diversity of the cargo
handing mix as a key to growth in Saint
John. Meester concluded with an appeal to
recruit more young people in the logistics
sector, especially in engineering and technology. “This can partly be achieved by

Paolo Fongémie, Mayor of the City of Bathurst; Mayor Don Darling,
City of Saint John; Wendy Zatylny, President, ACPA.
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bringing interns onboard earlier.”
Jim Quinn, President and CEO of Port
Saint John, agreed with Meester, and noted
employment is currently being addressed by
the port through innovative education programs in local high schools. Quinn credited
DP World’s collaborative efforts as a terminal operator on Port Saint John’s west side
since 2017. New container and ro/ro services were recently added with CMA CGM
and BAHRI Line. They join MSC which
started calling Port Saint John on a weekly
basis in 2012. “Together we’re building our
port’s future with a seven-year $205-million
modernization project,” added Quinn. The
improvements include main channel dredging to handle Panamax sized ships and new
technology to enhance cargo handing at a
new multi-modal facility.
Quinn also saluted the glory days—
when the port was renovated with ﬂoating
cribs—with a tribute to 95-year-old Gordon
Mouland who helmed the port from 1962
to 1986. He was also ACPA’s chair, 198081. Civil engineer Mouland starting work
at the port in the 1940s. When introduced,
he popped a Port Saint John ball cap upon
his head with the tag dangling and called
for the return of his vintage “bollard” necktie among marketing trinkets—and there
were plenty at the conference. With artiﬁcial intelligence all the rage, the kiosk
grabbing the most attention was Maritime
Employers Association’s training simulator.
There were constant crowds watching the
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Form Star Clusters
The ﬁrst panel session, “Future Ports:
How do we get there?” was moderated by
Ruth Snowden, Executive Director, Canadian International Freight Forwarders
Association. Mathieu Charbonneau, Executive Director of CargoM, walked through
how the Logistics and Transportation Metropolitan Cluster of Montreal brought
together 6,000 establishments in rail,
trucking, marine, air freight, government
and education—all under the CargoM
brand. “We get around the table to review
any problems we ﬁnd moving merchandise
and we discuss what needs to be done,”
explained Charbonneau. “It’s a people-oriented Board of 17 and the Port of Montreal
is the epicentre of the cluster.” In ﬁve years
since forming the neutral body, the port has
seen record increases in efﬁciency and
cargo handling.
Crypto currencies, an emerging form
of electronic cash such as Bitcoin, were discussed brieﬂy. The transactions are veriﬁed
by network nodes through cryptography
and are recorded in a publicly distributed
ledger called a blockchain. They can
improve transportation and logistics in
many ways from cargo tracking to security.
Charbonneau said a victory for CargoM
was working with trucking companies to
obtain data using onboard “black boxes”
like those on airplanes and working with
the University of Montreal on data analysis.
“We made a big change! Everyone is using
the same tools and we’re now on our third
study.”
Saint John-based J.D. Irving Limited
(JDI) has a cluster of integrated companies
in shipbuilding, trucking, towing, pulp and
paper, french fries, and building supplies.
Wayne Power, Group Vice President of
JDI’s Transportation and Logistics Division,
said the company is deploying a digital
transformation strategy for road, rail and
sea transportation. “Several years ago, we
began mining data and doing analytics and
now we are creating a more wholistic view
to make our assets even smarter and our
operations more precise.” Power says the
next phase could include such technology
as augmented reality glasses for customer
interaction, technical maintenance and
real-time troubleshooting by experts virtually anywhere.

Lucky Port Cities
The “Port City, Lucky City” panel was
moderated by Wendy Zatylny, President,
ACPA, and featured Mayor Don Darling,
City of Saint John, and Mayor Paolo
Fongémie, City of Bathurst.
“As you may know, Saint John is an

energy hub with Canada’s largest oil reﬁnery and an LNG (importing) facility,”
Mayor Darling said. “Beyond the global
connections and many jobs these facilities
create, our tourism operators have a new
bounce in their step with 200,000 cruise
passengers visiting our awesome city this
year!”
Mayor Fongémie concurred—ports
play a signiﬁcant role in their communities
through careers, economic spin-offs and
charitable donations. “Port of Belledune
near Bathurst has donated over $1-million
to regional groups in the last decade and
recently signed a new protocol agreement
with the Mi’kmaq First Nations in New
Brunswick,” said Fongémie. Belledune also

ing how ports can be resilient in the face of
climate change. “Climate is a risk scenario
unlike any other risk ports have faced,”
began Mark Gillan, Director of New
Brunswick-based Emergency Solutions
International (ESI), who has conducted
over 150 industrial exercises and evaluations in Canada. “The effects of climate
change on ports must be looked at in the
same way as security threats, such as terror
or cyber attacks.”
Dr. Kana Mutombo, Principal Engineer with South African port operator
Trans-net, presented his research from the
World Maritime University in Sweden. He
underlined ports have traditionally “based
operations on the concept of a static cli-

Adam Goldstein, Vice Chairman, Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd.
afﬁrmed its commitment to environmental
sustainability this year signing on with the
Green Marine certiﬁcation program.

Prepare for Nasty Weather
The topic blew into climate impact on
ports. “It’s going to be warmer, wetter and
wilder,” predicts David Phillips, Senior Climatologist, Environment and Climate
Change Canada. “Port areas, roads and rail
lines will need different speciﬁcations for
asphalt and anything metal like cranes and
warehouses. The Swiss are already painting
their rail lines white due to ﬂuctuating temperatures.” He said more cooling energy
will be required to safeguard produce in
storage, while heat and storms could
impose different operational demands on
workers.
Phillips was followed by a panel moderated by Janice Noronha, Partner, Risk
Assurance Services, PwC Montreal, explor-

mate, which does not exist anymore”. Referring to the port of Durban, commonly called
Durban Harbour— the largest and busiest
shipping terminal in sub-Saharan Africa—
Dr. Mutombo said stronger winds have
added downtime for cranes loading cargo,
and higher waves and precipitation add sediment to the harbour requiring more
dredging. “It is a matter of adapting or
dying,” he warns. “Traditional probabilistic
risk management methods are inadequate in
the context of climate change which is characterised by uncertainty. Rather than
resisting the changing climate, port managers need to strive for resilience through
their capacity to recover in the face of turbulent change.”

Sustainable Growth
The next session looked at best practices for sustainable growth in the Western
Hemisphere. Mark McAndrews, Port Direc-
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screen as delegates tested their container
stacking skills through the crane-portal program with a life-like seat and controllers.

Global Trade Beckons
The elephant in the room was the yet
unknown result of trade negotiations
between U.S., Canada and Mexico to
replace NAFTA. The new USMCA deal
wasn’t struck until October 3. “The trend

Gordon Mouland helmed Port Saint John from 1962 to 1986.
for about a century has been organizing our
economics with the U.S.,” related Duane
McMullen, Director General for Trade
Operations, Global Affairs Canada. “That
trend has been very good for both countries
but might be changing; and while this could
be difﬁcult for Canada, we have faced more
difﬁcult challenges and come out stronger
and better.” McMullen presented stats indicating 75.9 per cent of Canadian exports
currently go to the United States, while
almost 30 per cent of Canada’s future trade
growth over the next 20 years could come
from China. He sees unprecedented interest
from Canadian companies wanting to know
about trade with Europe, Japan and China.
“We need to ﬁgure out how to have a successful relationship with China, not just
because it’s important to the future of our
economy—but Canada has a strong inﬂu-

ence. They are changing because of us, and
the more we engage China, the more we
catalyze that process. Canadian companies
are good at understanding the risks and we
can do a lot more.” McMullen says trade
potential is huge because “Canada doesn’t
have enough trees” to supply the future
forest products needs in China.
Canada has a headstart trading outside
of North America having signed on with
CETA last fall—The Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement between
Canada, the European Union and its members. “The U.S. does not have such an
agreement with Europe and is not interested in one,” McMullen underlined.
“Canada has also ﬁnalized negotiations with
Asia Paciﬁc nations through the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for
Trans-Paciﬁc Partnership (CPRPP) which
should come into force next year. This is an
opportunity to reorient Canada on traditional global trade.” He says there are
discussions about free trade agreements
with China and India too—”so it’s back to
the future with the type of economy we had
before there were close ties with the U.S.—
and ports are obviously key.”
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Tour Operators Honoured

Beth Kelly Hatt, Aquila Tours; Andrew Dixon, Port Saint John; Dennis
Campbell, Ambassatours Gray Line.
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A local highlight at the 60th ACPA conference was the Medal of Merit Award
which has been presented since 1975. This
year, ACPA honoured east coast tourism
operators Beth Kelly Hatt, founder of Aquila
Tours, and Dennis Campbell, founder of
Ambassatours Gray Line & Murphy’s The
Cable Wharf.
Beth Kelly Hatt established Aquila
Tours in Saint John in 1982 as a seasonal
company offering city tours to visitors.
Aquila grew quickly and joined the National
Tour Association in 1988, and Beth was the
ﬁrst from Atlantic Canada to receive her
Certiﬁed Tour Professional designation in
1991, the same year she was awarded the
region’s Women Entrepreneurship Award.
She has since received many awards and
ofﬁcial recognitions including being named
one of the 25 People to Watch in Atlantic
Canada by Progress Magazine in 2006 and
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tor, Pascagoula, Mississippi, said going doorto-door deﬁning the process about a new
rail line proved to be a surprisingly effective
approach in building trust prior to a major
infrastructure project. “There was a lot less
complaining than one would think,” shared
McAndrews, who also recounted how the
Gulf of Mexico port worked frantically to
return shipping channels to service just two
weeks following Hurricane Katrina.
Christopher Cooley, Director of Environmental Affairs, Port Tampa Bay, said
getting gasoline imports back online was a
top priority for Florida following the vehicle
exodus from Hurricane Irma last year which
depleted the state’s gas supply. “Our port
now has a mobile command unit and colocation site on higher ground in case a major
storm hits, and our emergency planning goes
beyond weather events.” Cooley says Port
Tampa Bay continually prepares for gas leaks
and oil spills and works closely with local
partners on all environmental matters like
protecting local sea turtle habitat.
As if to underscore their messages, the
cruise ship Norwegian Dawn was calling in
Saint John after being diverted by hurricane
Florence from a planned cruise to Bermuda.
The climate discussion was also timely with
government carbon pricing imminent.
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Distinctive Appeal, Deep Water

Tiemen Meester, CEO and
Managing Director, DP World
Americas Region
one of the Top 100 Most Powerful Women
in Canada by the Woman’s Executive Network and the Richard Ivey School of
Business in 2003.
Ambassatours Gray Line is the largest
motor coach/water and rail sightseeing
tour and charter operator in Atlantic
Canada with ofﬁces in Saint John, Charlottetown, Sydney NS and head ofﬁce in
Halifax. Ambassatours merged with
Murphy’s the Cable Wharf and is now
growing that company in locations
throughout the Maritime provinces.
The ﬁnal session explored how
Canada can increase its cruise market
share currently valued at $3.5 billion.
According to keynote Adam Goldstein,
Vice Chairman, Royal Caribbean Cruises
Ltd, there is nowhere to go but up. Goldstein
oversees
the
corporation’s
Government and Destination Relations
globally and has been with the company
since 1988. He also serves as Chair of the
Florida Caribbean Cruise Association.
Goldstein presented fresh statistics on the
largest 25 cruise lines. He said it’s possible
to show what will happen 10 years from
now due to long lead times of the cruise
business. “We are very conﬁdent to say the
compound annual growth rate of the
cruise industry will continue at a pace of
four per cent per year over the next
decade,” he estimates. “This is faster than
GDP growth and there is a meaningful
opportunity for many Canadian ports to
grow at an even faster rate and be worth
$5 billion within 10 years. This is a good
time for cruising in Canada.” A critical

Goldstein says Canadian ports must
develop their own distinctive appeal and
deliver cruise satisfaction at a world-class
level. With the trend toward building larger
cruise ships, he believes Halifax and Saint
John can attract more of the largest ships
thanks to their deep harbours. He singled
out Australia as the leading cruising nation:
“Australia is far beyond everyone because
they have done a fantastic job marketing to
their own countrymen—and people from
other places. We need to do a better job
synching up Canada with a cruise industry
like Australia where they take cruising very
seriously at a national level.”
Goldstein says Croatia, Germany,
India and Singapore—the multicultural
island city-state off southern Malaysia—are
all rising cruise destinations, often because
of their ease of ﬂying in and out. “In just
ﬁve years, Japan is now at the forefront of
developing cruise infrastructure and
Norway has done a great job marketing
their ﬁord destinations while at the same
time being ecologically sensitive. China just
started cruising and is already the fastestgrowing market in the world.”
There are 1.3 billion international
border crossing trips this year and Goldstein expects over 2 billion in 10 years.
“That’s a lot of people seeing the world and
a lot of opportunity. But it can also be a
burden for communities to manage their
way toward economic beneﬁts—without
dislocation and costs.”
Goldstein says the “key to opening the
door” is arranging meetings with local gov-

ernment ofﬁcials and taking a regional
approach. Swinging full-circle to the “cluster” discussions, Goldstein reinforced: “You
need to get stakeholders talking together,
which sounds simple, but does not always
happen.”
Betty MacMillan, Manager Cruise
Development at Port Saint John and Chair
of the Atlantic Canada Cruise Association,
shared impressive local numbers. “The
Canada-New England region has steady
growth except for 2014 where one cruise
line dropped a few calls, but the region is
recovering nicely with 1.2 to 1.3 per cent
growth and a big increase the number of visitors to our ports.” MacMillan recalled 1996
cruise numbers at about 12,000 passengers
per year. Now there can be 12,000 visiting
Saint John in a single day. She says Saint
John is known as the “most adventurous
port city” in the region. “From the ﬁrst
cruise ship 30 years ago, this seasonal business has grown from 500 passengers to
close to 200,000 in 2018, and 2019 is forecast to break our 2010 record with up to
215,000.” MacMillan was named Port Personality of the Year at Seatrade Cruise
Awards in Lisbon, Portugal in September.
Donna Taylor, President and CEO of
the Port of Oshawa, was re-appointed
ACPA’s Chair during the AGM in Saint John.
“With the National Port Modernization
Review underway and our many other
important initiatives coming up, we have
tremendous opportunities for growth and
partnerships,” she said, noting this was her
41st ACPA conference. Kurt Nagle, longtime President and CEO of the American
Association of Port Authorities (AAPA) also
attended the conference. Nagle retires from
AAPA next fall, following more than 33
years of service to the port industry.
The conference concluded with the
famous Maritime Kitchen Party Gala Reception & Dinner in the Market Square Atrium
and Saint John Trade & Convention Centre,
followed by port tours the next day.

Constant crowds at Maritime Employers Association’s training simulator.
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factor is elongating the cruise season in
eastern Canada. “Our travel agency partners are demanding to go to eastern
Canada in the summer, but to gain market
share during the competitive northern
summer is a formidable task,” admits Goldstein.

No shortage of issues to deal with at
the Shipping Federation
BY BRIAN DUNN
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This year marks the 115th anniversary
of the Shipping Federation of Canada and as
the years pass, so do its priorities. While the
Federation is keeping an eye on Canada’s
free trade agreement (CETA) with the European Union which is starting to pay
dividends, another key focus is on the environmental front, according to Federation
President Michael Broad. There are also the
IMO ballast water regulations with requirements to install BWT systems coming into
effect between 2019-2024, the global sulphur cap as of 2020, the GHG emission
reduction strategy and talk about total
decarbonization. “On a global level, it’s an
ambitious agenda which will have a huge
impact on us and here in Canada, we also
have the whale protection agenda on both
the east coast and west coast.”
Another important ﬁle is the Port Modernization Review, a discussion paper
published by Transport Canada, the ﬁrst
comprehensive review of the Canadian port
system since the Canada Maritime Act was
passed in 1998. The review will look at
how operations have changed since 1998 in
ﬁve key areas, namely trends and technologies affecting ports and supply chains;
environmental sustainability of port operations and port development; safety and
security challenges facing ports; incorporat-

ing Indigenous and community concerns
into port planning and adequacy of current
port governance models.
The Federation has submitted a brief
about its concerns such as infrastructure
spending and ensuring port funding comes
from proper parties. “Ships shouldn’t have
to pay for bicycle paths or pedestrian overpasses,” said Mr. Broad. “Some ports have
not focused strictly on the cargo interests
but have looked for ships to pay for other
things. We’re also looking at the importance
of ﬂuidity to keep cargo moving.”
Port fees are another area of concern.
“There is no formal mechanism for appealing fees so that’s something we’re looking
at, because we think it could be useful for
our members. In the past, some ports have
increased rates with impunity.”
Since ports are an important part of the
supply chain, the Federation continues to
monitor their costs along with pilotage costs
and other costs in the supply chain, because
they tend to go up if unchecked, noted Mr.
Broad, who added that port and pilotage
fees have risen “well over” ﬁve per cent a
year for the last ten years, a relatively
expensive proposition compared to U.S.
ports. The Federation is keenly monitoring
the Pilotage Act Review which contains 39
recommendations in a report on the themes

Michael Broad
of governance, labour and safety. Nineteen
of the federation’s 22 recommendations
were included in the report released on
May 22. It is expected a bill will be introduced in the House of Commons to amend
the Pilotage Act based on their submitted
recommendations.

Bill McKinstry, Chad Allen, Karen Kancens, Michael Broad, Farah Ahmad, Sonia Simard and Mario Minotti.
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“We hope the Transport minister will include all the recommendations in the report. We consider it an excellent report, but to
be really effective, we need all the recommendations to be
included.”
The current structure has led to a pilotage system that is unable
to control costs or consistently provide users with the level of service
they require in a highly competitive marine transportation economy,
according to Mr. Broad. “We are in this situation because the
Pilotage Act does not provide adequate checks and balances to counteract the effects of the monopoly structure under which the pilotage
system operates.” Over the last decade, pilotage tariffs have
increased between 23 and 83 per cent across all four pilotage authorities in Canada, he noted. During the same period, pilot
compensation has risen between 26-55 per cent.
Still on the subject of pilots, the Federation was successful in
convincing the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) to reduce its 2018 rates by
about 30 per cent by going to court to demonstrate that USCG had
made a mathematical error in calculating a new increased rate.
“Over the last few years, pilotage rates in the U.S. have increased by
over 100 per cent. Lately, however, we’ve been able to bring this
problem to the attention of senior coast guard personnel who are
now starting to look into it.
“In terms of Bill C-49, the Transportation Modernization Act,
one of the key elements for the shipping industry is that it allows all
foreign ﬂag carriers regardless of ownership, to reposition their
empty containers between Canadian ports on a non-revenue basis.
This has been an issue the Shipping Federation has been working on
for over a decade,” noted Mr. Broad, “and we think it will make the
logistics chain more efﬁcient.”
On the environment front, there is a lot of concern about the
implementation of the 0.5 per cent global cap for sulphur content in
fuel set by IMO, due to the upfront cost of scrubbers to comply and
whether alternative fuels will be available. So far, there has been lim-

ited investment in scrubbers, but more and more shipping companies have made announcements about investing in scrubbers, said
Mr. Broad. As for alternative fuels, there’s LNG, but it would only
cover a small amount of the alternative fuel sources, suggested Mr.
Broad.
The current federal government environment is all about mitigating the impact of shipping through initiatives like the $1.5 billion
Oceans Protection Plan which puts the maritime industry in the
unusual position of being in the spotlight and which it capitalizes on
where possible, suggested Mr. Broad. “But at the same time, we
need shipping to move our world trade, so you want to make sure
that system is as efﬁcient and ﬂuid as possible. So, you have those
two tensions of increasing trade and environmental protection.”
Because of protectionism in the U.S. and Ottawa’s desire to
expand trade beyond NAFTA, it has renamed the Ministry of International Trade the Ministry of International Trade Diversiﬁcation.
And one of the ﬁrst items on the agenda when parliament resumed
in September, was a bill to revise the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Paciﬁc Partnership, a signed trade
agreement pending ratiﬁcation by Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile,
Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru, Singapore and Vietnam. There are also negotiations on a free trade agreement with
Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay known as Mercosur. And
there’s still talk of a Canada-China free trade agreement, although
Chapter 32 of the new USMCA, if ratiﬁed, will make it considerably
more difﬁcult to enter into a bilateral trade agreement with a “nonmarket” country such as China.
“If you look at tariffs between China and the U.S, and Europe
and the U.S., it is bound to eventually slow down trade and possibly
change trade routes. And if trade slows down with the U.S., maybe
other countries will look to Canada, but our population is only so
big. So hopefully all this will make Canadian exporters look elsewhere and not just to the United States.”
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Fatigue among transportation workers remains
ongoing Safety Board worry
Fatigued ﬂight, railway and ship crews
are a long-standing concern of the Transportation Safety Board and it hasn’t seen
enough improvement on the issue to
remove it from its watchlist of safety concerns. Board Chair Kathy Fox told a news
conference fatigue has been an issue in
more than 90 investigations since the TSB
was created in 1990. The Board routinely
investigates if fatigue was a factor in transportation accidents or incidents, and if it
was, it examines whether the operator had
measures in place to prevent operations
with tired workers.
Fatigue is pervasive “in a 24/7 industry like transportation, where rail, marine,
and ﬂight crews can work long and irregular schedules — sometimes in challenging
conditions or across multiple time zones,”
she said. “That, in turn, means crews don’t
always get enough restorative sleep, which
can impair human performance. To ﬁx this,
there needs to be a profound change in attitudes and behaviours, both at the
management and operational levels,” she
said. “That means taking steps such as:
awareness training; fatigue-management
plans; modernizing duty-time regulations
for train crews, marine watchkeepers, and
pilots; and making sure that, in general,
work-rest rules are based on science — and
not just the way things have always been
done.”
Almost 20 years ago, TSB issued a railway safety concern about irregular work
scheduling, extended duty times and the
need for regulations to deal with fatigue. It’s
still waiting for action from Transport
Canada. “There’s still no real sense of
urgency in coming up with a plan.”
Based on its observations of the rail
industry, TSB expanded its fatigue checks to
the airline and marine sectors and found
they had problems as well, Fox said. She
criticized Transport Canada for the laggardly pace of action on dealing with the
TSB’s safety recommendations. “There are
dozens of TSB recommendations that have
been active for over a decade without a
fully satisfactory response.”
While the Transport Minister has
directed the department to identify areas
where matters could be accelerated,
“progress has been limited,” she said.
“Transport Canada has missed repeated
deadlines in responding to the TSB, and we
have yet to see improvements in the underlying interdepartmental processes required
to put our recommendations into effect.
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Transportation Safety Board of Canada Chair Kathy Fox, left, and
senior marine investigator Glenn Budden.
What was supposed to be expedited has
instead gone almost nowhere.”
While the Department has dealt with a
few of the TSB safety recommendations,
“promising action is not the same as delivering it. Especially when the plain truth is
that inaction can cost lives,” she said. More
than 60 TSB recommendations are still outstanding after a decade, a third of which are
more than 20 years old.
TSB Board member Faye Ackermans, a
former CP Rail manager, said that three
items have been removed from the watchlist since 2016—the transportation of
ﬂammable liquids by rail, the requirement
for onboard voice and video recorders in
main-track locomotives and, in aviation, the
issue of unstable approaches that are not
aborted.
Safety recommendations that still need
attention include “runway overruns, and
the risk of collisions, which continue to
occur at Canadian airports, railway signals
that aren’t consistently followed, thus
posing a risk of serious train collisions or
derailments, and the way in which some
transportation companies fail to manage
their safety risks, and how oversight by
Transport Canada is not always effective,”
she said. Sometimes government and industry “have taken steps toward ﬁxing a
problem. Just not enough to take it off the
watchlist.”
Between 2008 and 2017, there were
an annual average of 33 occurrences in
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which a train crew didn’t respond to a
trackside signal to stop or slow down, she
said. TSB intends to keep this issue on the
watchlist until “Transport Canada requires
that railways implement additional physical
safety defences to ensure that signal indications governing operating speed and
operating limits are consistently recognized
and followed.”
Another fatigue example cited by Fox
was the October 2016 grounding of the tug
Nathan E. Stewart and a barge off on the
B.C. Coast. The Board found the watchkeeper on the tug was alone, had fallen
asleep and missed a course change.
In response, Transport Minister Marc
Garneau said “the hard work done by
Transport Canada has resulted in good
progress on many fronts since the last edition in the previous watchlist in 2016.
“Transport Canada continuously examines
existing fatigue management requirements
to determine if amendments are required to
update the regime and works in partnership
with key federal partners and stakeholders
in developing any options,” he said. The
Department will propose new pilot fatigue
rules to make air travel safer for Canadians
by the end of the year and has published a
Notice of Intent for amending current hours
of work requirements and developing regulations that reﬂect up-to-date science on
managing fatigue in the rail industry. He
didn’t say when they might be in force.

Port of Trois-Rivières unveils its 2030
development plan
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Trois-Rivières
Port
Authority
unveiled its On Course for 2030 development plan in front of nearly 200 guests
from the local and national business, community,
political
and
maritime
communities. This plan will be bringing
about major changes for the Port, its
users, its community and the region.
In addition to continuing investments in port infrastructure, On Course
for 2030 aims to fully realize the potential
of the Port’s urban character. Its facilities
are literally surrounded by the City. Far
from being an obstacle to development,
this situation, when integrated into the
planning process, makes it possible to see
and capitalize on opportunities that would
otherwise go unnoticed. Based on the
principles of sustainable development, On
Course for 2030 will focus on the vision:
“To be an innovative urban port, generating growth, at the center of a competitive
supply chain”.

Improving the competitiveness of
the supply chain
The competitive position of the Port
is based not only on the productivity of its
infrastructure, its activities and its environmental record, but also to a large
extent on the competitiveness of the
supply chain in which it operates. To support their growth, the Port and its
partners will have to play an active role in
improving the competitiveness of the elements that make up the chain, particularly
maritime, rail and road transport services.
On Course for 2030 includes several
measures to achieve this objective and
thus make the port more competitive and
the region even more attractive to
investors.

Business growth
Initiatives to consolidate the supply
chain will allow Trois-Rivières to better
position itself internationally since this is
where the growth opportunities for the
Port and the region lie. Development
opportunities, when they arise, must be
seized quickly. Accodingly, the Port plans
to build new storage spaces, as well as
new wharves west of its facilities. These
projects will add approximately 175,000
m2 to the port’s terminals.
In addition, thanks to a partnership
between the City, IDÉ-Trois-Rivières and
the Port, collaboration with the government of Quebec for the development of
the Industrial-Port Zone (IP-Zone) will
continue. This area encompasses both the

port and surrounding properties, including
industrial parks, and is used to attract
companies that need a nearby port, or
businesses that are already using the port,
but wish to process goods locally. The
total investment for the maintenance and
upkeep of existing infrastructure, as well
as the creation of new terminals and
wharves, is estimated at $ 125 million.

Creation of two Funds
In order to support innovation and
the implementation of environmental projects, the Port is creating two funds whose
total investment will amount to $ 2.5 million over five years. Accessible to the
Port’s users and clients, the Innovation
Fund will support the implementation of
solutions to increase the Port’s competitiveness, while the Environment Fund will
be used to complete the financial package
of projects aimed at improving the Port’s
environmental performance. By combining the efforts of the Port, users and
partners, it should be possible to multiply
the investments made, which are
expected to total $ 10 million.

Development of the riparian zone
Like many ports around the world,
Port of Trois Rivières is seeking to reallo-

cate some of its facilities for recreational,
residential and commercial use, and is
therefore working with Transport Canada
to obtain this authority. This would allow
it to develop, in collaboration with the
City and institutional and private partners,
its properties near the Port Park, in harmony with the surrounding environment.
Investments estimated at between $ 90
million and $ 120 million, mostly from the
private sector, could result from implementation of such projects.
The Port and IDÉ Trois-Rivières
believe that the international cruise
market holds considerable potential. As a
result, the partners are making efforts to
stimulate international tourism, which
would benefit the community. The Port
and IDÉ Trois-Rivières intend promote
Trois Rivières as an attractive stopover, in
an effort to double the number of passengers who will disembark at Trois-Rivières
to enjoy the community’s hospitality.
For 136 years, the port of Trois-Rivières has been an integral part of the life of
the people of Trois-Rivières and has helped
to promote the region. With its On
Course for 2030 plan, the Port intends to
continue on this path by working closely
with its partners to advance the interests
of the community and its businesses.
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Oilsands veteran Neil Camarta discovers a way to take
“dirty” out of dirty oil
BY R. BRUCE STRIEGLER
“I’m an engineer, and engineers build
things”, says Alberta-born Neil Camarta,
founder and Director of Enlighten Innovations Inc. One of the things Mr. Camarta
has ‘built’ and which is currently occupying much of his time, is the development
and commercialization of a new bitumen
sulphur removal and upgrading technology called DSU, which can be used in
upgrading Alberta bitumen. The proprietary technology is undergoing testing at a
ten barrel per day, $30 million pilot plant
in Fort Saskatchewan, Alberta and has
been operational since the end of 2015.
Camarta says, “Our pilot plant has confirmed our technology and we are now
building a demonstration facility to produce 2500 barrels of finished low sulphur
marine fuel from heavy oil stocks. We
expect our CLEANSEAS plant to be ready
in 2020.”
The CLEANSEAS project is a commercial scale of the technology and
signifies a critical step towards full commercial rollout. Mr. Camarta says that the
DSU technology reduces GHG emissions
on a lifecycle basis by up to 40 per cent
compared to alternative pathways for production of marine fuel, a market he is
particularly targeting. New fuel standards
for the international shipping industry
with tighter pollution rules imposed by
the International Maritime Organization,
dubbed IMO 2020, are set to take effect
Jan. 1, 2020. The new standards will see
the sulphur content limit of “bunker” fuel
on ships dropping from 3.5 per cent to just
0.5 per cent. The switch is expected to hit
prices for heavy oil containing high levels
of sulphur — exactly the kind of the raw
bitumen that makes up about half of
Canada’s 4.4 million barrels per day of
crude oil production.

A lifetime of work in the
petroleum industry yields new
innovations
Camarta, with a degree in Chemical
Engineering, clearly understands the need
and the potential impact of his new development. His long history in the energy
industry has given him a unique view of
the Alberta resource and its opportunity.
Camarta joined Shell Canada in 1975,
holding senior positions in Canada and
abroad. Most notably, he led the successful development, construction and
start-up of Shell’s $6 billion Athabasca Oil
Sands Project. Camarta’s resume includes

time as Executive Vice-President, Natural
Gas for Suncor Energy Inc., also as the
Chief Executive Officer of Shell Albian
Sands Inc., and Senior Vice President of
Oil Sands at Petro-Canada and he served
as its Vice-President of Corporate Planning
and Communications.
Neil Camarta also served as the Chief
Executive Officer of Western Hydrogen
Ltd., and Executive Vice President of Natural Gas at Suncor Energy Inc. He has
operated in senior executive positions or
holds directorships with a number of
other energy companies and is a director
of ENMAX Corp. (an energy company
owned by the City of Calgary). Camarta is
also a director of MindFuel (formerly the
Science Alberta Foundation) and FSHD
Canada Foundation. He served on the
Board of the Alberta Shock Trauma Air
Rescue Society (STARS). Neil Camarta was
inducted into the Canadian Petroleum
Hall of Fame earlier this year. “I’ve spent
my career with Shell, Petro-Canada and
Suncor building mega projects at home
and worldwide, but I have to say, the
thing I’ve enjoyed the most in the last few
years is working on developing this new
technology, it’s as much fun as developing
mega-projects.”

Alberta bitumen requires
“upgrading” before transporting
by pipeline
Bitumen extracted from oil sands is a
heavy crude oil which contains a large
fraction of complex long-chain hydrocarbon molecules. Depending on the
extraction process used, bitumen product
can sometimes contain as much as two
percent water and solids, which does not
meet pipeline specifications for transport
over long distances. Pipeline specs can be
met either by upgrading or dilution with a
very light oil. Further, bitumen produced
from the oil sands is not only heavy, but
also contains heavy metals, corrosive salts
and a significant amount of sulphur. These
impurities pose processing challenges to
the downstream refinery, limiting the marketability of the product and even the
selling price. Currently, about 60 per cent
of bitumen produced from the oil sands is
diluted, typically with natural gas condensate, and sold directly to market as a
heavy/sour blend. The remaining 40 percent is upgraded into a light/sweet
synthetic crude before being sold to downstream refineries. All upgraded bitumen is
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NEIL CAMARTA
currently sourced from oil sands mining
operations, while most diluted bitumen is
sourced from in-situ facilities.
It is worth noting that oil is recovered using two main methods: mining
and in situ. The method employed
depends on how deep the oil sands
reserves are deposited. Eighty per cent of
the oil sands reserves are too deep to be
mined: reserves that are more than 70
meters (200 feet) below the surface will
be recovered through drilling into the
reserves, and injecting steam, combustion
or other sources of heat into the reservoir.
The heat warms the bitumen so it can be
pumped to the surface through recovery
wells. Advances in technology, such as
directional drilling, enable in situ operations to drill multiple wells (sometimes
more than 20) from a single location, further reducing surface disturbance. Due to
the depth of the reserves, recovery rates
for the methods of extracting bitumen
vary. Drilling methods cannot be used in
mining areas, and vice-versa.
Mining is used when deposits lie
within 70 meters (200 feet) of the earth’s
surface – about 20 per cent of oil sands
reserves. Like most surface mining operations, oil sands are scooped by large
shovels into trucks and taken to crushers
where the large clumps of clay are broken
down. The sands are then mixed with hot
water so they can travel through a
pipeline to a plant where the bitumen is

separated from the other components. All upgraded bitumen is
currently sourced from oil sands mining operations, while most
diluted bitumen is sourced from in-situ facilities.

Targeting the demand created by changing marine
fuel standards in 2020

Image: Field Upgrading

“The largest single consumer of high-sulphur heavy oil is the
marine industry,” says Camarta. “The ships that sail upon the sea
burn about four million barrels a day of 3.5 per cent sulphur. In
fact, the world’s 15 largest ships create more pollution in the form
of sulphur dioxide than all the cars in the world put together. So
that’s our market. We would take the sulphur out of heavy oil and
then we would take it to tidewater and sell it into the shipping
industry, because our oil fits the new sulphur regulations perfectly.”
The coming marine fuel emissions rules could well result in
even lower demand for Canadian heavy oil, reducing its net price
to producers even further. Most bunker fuel burned on ships is
derived from the “residue” that remains after all of the more valuable light fuels such as gasoline and diesel have been removed
from crude oil in a refinery. Following combustion in the engine,
the sulphur in the fuel becomes sulphur oxides, a pollutant that
causes respiratory symptoms and lung disease as well as acid rain,
which can harm crops, forests and aquatic species, and contributes to the acidification of the oceans. IMO first began
restricting emissions in 2005 and its limits on sulphur in bunker
fuel have been progressively tightened. Four “emission control

areas” in Europe and North America already have a 0.1 per cent
limit.

Developing the DSU process and accelerating to
commercialization
“After about my third retirement, I met up with a former
associate, Guy Turcotte, also a chemical engineer, and posed the
question, Can we develop cleaner and cheaper ways of producing
oil from the oilsands? We put ourselves out there as a start-up
knowing we could recognize good ideas; we would provide the
capital to commercialize those ideas.” (Turcotte founded and
worked as President and CEO of Western Oil Sands, which was
sold to Marathon Oil for $6.5 billion in 2007) Mr. Camarta continued, noting that “We talked to a lot of people, some were
crackpots, some not. This bunch came in from Golden, Colorado
with the last name Coors.” It turns out that they were the beer
folk and they were the ones with the good idea. “They had been
talking with other oil majors, but the other companies were a bit
slow to act. I recognized their ideas as a much simpler process
than I’d been used to.” Camarta then describes how they licenced
the technology from Coors, committed to scaling up the idea and
began to figure out how to commercialize their process. “That’s
the simple version of the beginning of the DSU idea.” He then
describes the process of upgrading, explaining, “Conventional
upgrading, and I’ve built several really big upgraders, take the
hydrocarbon molecules and break them down into smaller molecules. That’s how you turn the oil from the oil sands into gasoline.

CLEANSEAS demonstration plant
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The process uses a lot of temperature, pressure and energy, takes
a lot of capital and produces a lot of emissions.”
In contrast, the DSU process has no direct SOx (sulphur
oxides) or GHG emissions - and it does not leave big piles of coke
or asphaltenes behind. The key to the process is sodium, a powerful reducing agent with a strong affinity for sulphur and metals
atoms interspersed in the complex heavy oil molecules. “In our
lab and in our pilot plant in Alberta, we have successfully demonstrated that we can produce vessel-ready IMO and ECA-compliant
marine bunker fuels directly from vacuum residue and other
heavy feedstocks – including some bottoms that are so heavy they
are solid at room temperature.”

Capital-intensive development secures public sector
investment
In May of this year, the Alberta government, through its
Emissions Reduction Alberta (ERA) initiative, announced up to
$70.6 million in funding toward oilsands projects estimated to
result in potential greenhouse gas emissions reductions of up to
four megatonnes of annual CO2 equivalent reductions in Alberta
by 2030. Nine companies made it into the finals, with Camarta’s
Enlighten Innovations Inc. receiving $10 million for its
CLEANSEAS Demonstration Project. The CLEANSEAS project is a
commercial scale of the technology and signifies a critical step
toward full commercial rollout. Commercial implementation of
the technology will involve construction of modules at the same
scale as the demonstration plant. The modules can be installed
close to bitumen production facilities or refining facilities.
In July this year, Natural Resources Canada released the semifinalists that will compete for their share of a $155 million
investment prize later this year aimed at clean technology in
energy, mining and forestry, and ten oilsands technologies are on
the list, Camarta’s CLEANSEAS demonstration plant included.
“About half the oilsands production is upgraded by conventional
upgraders, but the other half isn’t upgraded, it goes directly into
the market in the U.S. where big upgraders process it. Oilsands
bitumen has about five per cent sulphur and a lot of heavy metals
he notes. “As there’s more of a penalty put upon sulphur, that’s
going to come back and haunt the oilsands. “
Come 2020 when the green industries stop buying and burning 3.5 per cent, they’re going to burn a lot less of this heavy
sulphur stuff. That’s going to push back against the oilsands just
like it’s going to push back against all heavy oil production. The
net impact of this is going to be lower prices, but there’s such a
discount already because of lack of pipeline capacity that the
impacts of reduced sulphur content are being lost in the shadows”
Camarta acknowledges that there is some action within the industry to reduce the sulphur, “The biggest thing right now is getting
out the sulphur, and while we do that, there are others working
on this too. If we can take the dirty out of dirty oil and create a
fuel oil for shipping industry, clean up the oceans as well, there’s
a lot of money in that.”

DSU proves out at approximately half the cost of
conventional upgraders
“We mix sodium with oil, and sodium melts at 100 degrees
centigrade. It has the same physical properties as oil, the same
density, and it mixes well with the oil,” says Camarta. And what
it does when it gets in the oil, it reacts specifically with the nasty
stuff, exactly the stuff you want to get out of oil, the dirty stuff.
You want to get out the acid, you want to get out the metals, you
want to get out the sulphur. That’s what the sodium goes for and
it’s the sodium that removes that stuff from the oil, so it cleans up
the oil in one step.”
One key innovation is the system of recovering and recycling
the elemental sodium, done by passing material through electrified ceramic plates. The process has no direct emissions of sulphur
or nitrogen oxide, two serious forms of air pollution, and produces
about half the greenhouse gases of conventional upgrading.
“Building a 10,000 barrel-a-day plant would cost about $300 million, roughly half the budget for a conventional facility, and the
$10-a-barrel operating cost is also half what it now takes to run
such operations,” Camarta says, adding that upgraded Alberta
bitumen could be sent by rail to coastal terminals and pumped
directly into ships with no need to go through a refinery.
The CLEARSEAS demonstration plant is designed so the
equipment rests on ten skids, each four metres by four metres by
16 metres. Future commercial upgraders would be a multiple of
this size so they could be set up easily. “That building block is a
good scale and allows us to roll out quickly, so we don’t have to
build one big plant every five years,” notes Camarta.
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Marine shipping executives urged the swift introduction of
new legislation to modernize mandatory pilotage services when
they met with Canadian federal government officials during
Marine Day on the Hill on October 16, organized by the Chamber
of Marine Commerce.
This year’s Marine Day on the Hill emphasized the Great
Lakes-St. Lawrence River Waterway – Our national trade and
transportation corridor. The day of meetings on Parliament Hill in
Ottawa culminated with a reception for stakeholders, MPs and
Senators, featuring Transport Minister Marc Garneau as a speaker
as well as a multi-party panel discussion with Liberal MP Vance
Badawey, NDP MP Brian Masse and Conservative MP Kelly
Block.
Pilotage reform and infrastructure funding were key topics of
discussion during the day. The government recently carried out a
thorough Pilotage Act review and consultation process. “Canada’s
pilotage system has not been overhauled in more than 40 years
and is inefficient, inflexible, out-of-date and desperately needs to
be modernized,” explains Bruce Burrows, President of the Chamber of Marine Commerce. “We urge the Minister of Transport to
now move forward to introduce legislation that promotes safety
and provides greater transparency and oversight of pilotage services while making the best use of proven and modern technology.
The Pilotage Review Chair has made a series of recommendations
that would achieve these goals while still maintaining the highest
levels of safety and reliability.” In Canada, once a vessel is in a
compulsory pilotage area, under law, the vessel is obligated to
have a Canadian pilot aboard to guide its transit through the
waterway.
Managed by federal Crown corporations, pilotage is a significant cost to users. Pilotage costs have a long history of increasing
at rates that far exceed the rate of inflation. Just in the past five
years, fees, salaries and benefits paid to licensed pilots have
increased 3.4 times more than CPI. For example, on the St.
Lawrence River, the hourly cost of pilotage exceeds the cost of the
entire crew of a vessel, or more than double the cost of a vessel’s
captain.
Burrows adds: “This is an extremely important issue for all of
our members, which range from shipowners and ports to the cus-

President of Chamber of Marine Commerce Bruce
Burrows and Transport Minister Marc Garneau
tomers we serve in the agricultural, manufacturing, mining and
energy sectors. Out-of- control costs, of this kind, are a significant
barrier to the growth of marine transportation on the Great LakesSt. Lawrence River Waterway – one of Canada’s key national trade
corridors.”
The Chamber advocates pilotage reform, including the transferring the Pilotage Authorities’ current regulatory authority to
Transport Canada, provisions for certification of vessel masters
and navigation officers to pilot their own vessels, addressing the
issue of pilotage cost, and transferring to Transport Canada the
authority to regulate compulsory pilotage areas.
Allister Paterson, Chair of the Chamber of Marine Commerce
and Chief Operating Officer of ship operator CSL Group, adds:
“One of our key goals from yesterday’s meetings was to emphasize
the importance of continued infrastructure investment in ports,
locks, and intermodal connections to facilitate growth. With the
entire Great Lakes-St. Lawrence waterway system at 50 per cent
capacity, and with St. Lawrence Seaway cargo volumes up 9 per
cent last year, and 4 per cent so far this year, we have a great
opportunity to build on this new momentum and increase the
amount of goods moving by marine to relieve congestion on highways and decrease carbon emissions.”

U.S. Coast Guard proposes increase in pilotage costs
The U.S. Coast Guard issued proposed rates for Great Lakes
pilotage services during the upcoming 2019 shipping season. The
Coast Guard sets rates annually for U.S. pilots on the Great Lakes
through a federal rule making process, which can be found here:
(https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2018/10/17/2018
-22513/great-lakes-pilotage-rates-2019-annual-review-and-revisions-to-methodology)
The Coast Guard is proposing to increase overall U.S. pilotage
costs by 8.2 per cent over 2018 estimated levels. According to the
Coast Guard, additional funds are needed to train new pilots and
provide an inﬂationary increase in operating expenses and pilot
compensation. Speciﬁcally, the Coast Guard seeks to raise an additional $2,066,143 in revenue from vessel operators in 2019.
During the 2018 navigation season, the Coast Guard estimated that

$25.2 million in revenue would be needed to operate the three
pilot associations. In 2019, they are proposing total revenues of
$27.2 million.
As a part of its annual rate-setting process, the Coast Guard
sets a target compensation level for U.S. Great Lakes pilots. Currently, pilot target compensation is set at $352,000 for the nine
month shipping season. The new 2019 pilot compensation level
will be $359,887, which represents a 2.1 per cent inﬂationary
adjustment from the current level.
The cost of U.S. pilotage has been an issue of considerable controversy during the last four years. Since 2015 the overall cost of
pilotage has increased more than 40 per cent. The Coast Guard estimates that U.S. pilotage now constitutes 13 per cent of overall
voyage costs for ocean-going vessels operating on the Great Lakes.
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Marine shipping industry urges government to move
ahead with new pilotage legislation

Both of Canada’s major railways
announced third quarter results for the
period ended September 30, and put in
strong performances.
During the quarter, CN’s revenues
increased by 14.5 per cent to $3.69 billion.
However, operating expenses rose by 19.2
per cent and, as a percentage of revenues
increased from 57.2 per cent to 59.5 per
cent. Higher expense levels were primarily
driven by higher fuel prices, and higher
labour and training costs to enable the company to deal with expected increases in
volumes. Cash ﬂow from operations
increased to $1.56 billion from $1.4 billion, and “free” cash ﬂow, the amount
remaining from operating cash ﬂow after
subtracting net investments made during
the quarter and dividends paid to investors,
increased to $508 million from $373 million. However, during the ﬁrst nine months
of the year, “free” cash ﬂow declined to
$1.20 billion from $1.44 billion. From Jan
1 to Sept 30, CN spent $1.521 billion
repurchasing its own shares (about the
same amount as in 2017), and paid $1.0
billion in dividends. As of September 30,
the company’s equity stood at $17.6 billion
(as compared to $16.7 billion as at December 31, 2017). Total debt increased to
$22.6 billion from $21.0 billion (Dec 31,
2017).
During the quarter, CP’s revenues
increased by 19 per cent to $1.9 billion.
Operating expenses increased by 13.9 per
cent, from $973 million to $1.1 billion.
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CN and CP announce third quarter results

However, as a percentage of revenues,
operating expenses declined from 61.0 to
58.4 per cent. Net income rose by 22 per
cent, from $510 million to $622 million.
Cash ﬂow from operations increased from
$527 million to $673 million, but “free”
cash ﬂow of $158 million was only 14 per
cent in excess of the $138 million of “free”
cash ﬂow recorded in Q3 of 2017. During
the quarter, the company broke with its
practice of repurchasing the company’s
shares, and repurchased zero shares, compared with spending $226 million on such
repurchases in Q3 of 2017. For the nine

Results for the three months ended September 30
(in millions of C$)
Revenues

Less: operating expenses

CN
2018

3,688
2,196

months ended September 30, however, it
spent $559 million on share repurchases.
The company’s balance sheet improved
marginally during the past nine months.
The company’s equity increased to $7.13
billion as at September 30 (from $6.44 billion as at December 31, 2017), while total
debt increased to $14.08 billion (from
$13.7 billion).
At CN, all product categories performed well, particularly “petroleum and
chemicals”. Intermodal continued to be
CN’s most important revenue generator
($897 million for the quarter), and at $665

CN
2017

3,221
1,842

CP
2018

1,898
1,108

CP
2017

1,595

973

Operating exp as % of revenues

59.54%

57.19%

58.38%

61.00%

Net income before income taxes

1,495

1,345

821

680

Operating income

Other expenses and (income)
Less: income taxes
Net income

1,492

-3

361

1,134

1,379
34

387
958

790

- 31

199
622

622

- 58

170
510

Net income as % of revenues

30.75%

29.74%

32.77%

31.97%

Cash flow from operations as % of revenues

42.41%

43.65%

35.46%

33.04%

1.54

1.27

4.35

3.50

Comprehensive income

Cash flow from operations
Dividends paid

"Free cash flow"

Fully diluted net income per share
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1,067
1,564

332
508

852

1,406
309
373

641
673
92

158

535
527

83

138

Results for the nine months ended September 30
(in millions of C$)
Revenues
Less: operating expenses
Operating exp as % of revenues
Operating income
Other expenses and (income)
Net income before income taxes
Less: income taxes
Net income
Net income as % of revenues
Comprehensive income
Cash flow from operations
Cash flow from operations as % of revenues
Dividends paid
"Free cash flow"
Fully diluted net income per share
million petroleum and chemicals solidiﬁed
its second position. Revenue tonne miles
were up signiﬁcantly for petroleum and
chemicals, and coal, and marginally for
forest products, grains and fertilizers, and
down for metals and minerals, intermodal
and automotive. Rail freight revenue per
tonne mile was up an average of 10 per
cent.
For CP, while all product categories
performed well, the outstanding product
category was “energy, chemicals and plastics”, which registered a 63 per cent
increase in freight revenues. While inter-

CN
2018

10,513
6,472
61.56%
4,041
-145
4,186
1,001
3,185
30.30%
3,435
4,001
38.06%
1,002
1,204
4.31

modal continued to be CP’s largest single
revenue generator ($406 million for the
quarter), grain ($384 million) is not far
behind, but both are likely to be surpassed
in the near future by strong growth in oilby-rail shipments.
At CN, efﬁciency indicators were
largely negative. Terminal dwell time
increased to 16.9 hours from 16.0 hours,
and train velocity decreased signiﬁcantly
from 25.6 to 22.5 miles per hour. Operating expenses per gross tonne mile (GTM)
were up 14 per cent, with labour and
fringe beneﬁts per GTM gross tonne miles

CN
2017

9,756
5,738
58.82%
4,018
117
3,901
1,028
2,873
29.45%
2,709
4,167
42.71%
932
1,440
3.78

CP
2018

5,310
3,353
63.15%
1,957
108
1,849
443
1,406
26.48%
1,493
1,781
33.54%
255
458
9.78

CP
2017

4,841
3,004
62.05%
1,837
- 40
1,877
456
1,421
29.35%
1,505
1,449
29.93%
229
354
9.69

up by 11.7 per cent. The cost of fuel was
up by 33.6 per cent.
At CP, published efﬁciency indicators
were largely positive. Average train weights
and length were up, and fuel efﬁciency was
up. However, train speeds were down, and
average dwell time was up.
At CN, total number of employees on
September 30, 2017, was 26,143, an
increase of 11.6 per cent compared to September 30 of 2017. At CP, total
employment on September 30, 2017 was
13,000, an increase of 7.1 per cent compared to September 30 of 2017.

Logistec to provide stevedoring services for
Port of Sydney, NS
Starting immediately, Logistec will provide marketing services on behalf of Port of
Sydney and will provide all stevedoring
services at its Joan Harriss Cruise Terminal.
The terminal presently consists of a multipurpose berth, which serves for both cruise
and cargo vessels. A second berth will be
constructed over the next twelve months,
in time for the 2019 cruise season. “We’re
excited to continue this partnership with
Port of Sydney. Now we have the chance to
ﬁnd new supply chain opportunities for
cargo via the beautiful region of Sydney,
Nova Scotia”, said Rodney Corrigan, Executive Vice-President, Operations of Logistec
Stevedoring Inc. “This agreement will beneﬁt both the community and the local
economy.”
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Seaspan completes work on unique Arctic cruise vessel

Silver Explorer begins her next cruise
having received significant investment to
further enhance the experience of passengers aboard this ultra-luxury vessel. Silver
Explorer arrived in mid-September and
remained under the care of Seaspan,
which worked collaboratively with local
suppliers and other partners selected by

Photos: Seaspan

Seaspan’s Vancouver Drydock (Seaspan) has announced the completion of
work on Silversea Expeditions’ Silver
Explorer. This spectacular vessel has an icestrengthened hull and is designed to safely
bring guests to some of the world’s most
remote locations where she often needs to
push through treacherous ice ﬂoes.
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Silversea Expeditions to oversee the refit
work. This project was a team effort
involving 125 contractors working
together to complete a variety of upgrades,
including the manufacturing and installation of a stabilizer – or ducktail – on the
stern.
In addition to assembling a stabilizer,
work taking place on the vessel included
tank top repairs and changes to some of the
tanks’ functionality, propeller repair and
polishing, blast and painting work of the
underwater hull. Work on the vessel was
completed October 11th, on time and on
budget. Silver Explorer returned to the
ocean that same day.
Through its yards in Victoria and
North Vancouver, Seaspan employs approximately two thousand workers dedicated
to vessel construction, repair and conversion work of varying size and complexity.
At Vancouver Drydock, Seaspan performs
regular refit and repair work for a range of
predominantly commercial customers.
Seaspan Shipyards is Canada’s noncombat shipbuilder under the National
Shipbuilding Strategy (NSS). In this capacity, the company is building ships in
Canada for the Canadian Coast Guard and
Royal Canadian Navy.

Freight Management Association
elects new Chair and Vice-Chair
Following the Freight Management
Association of Canada (FMA) Annual General Meeting in Toronto on October 15, the
Board of Directors elected Gary Fast, VicePresident Transportation Canadian Tire, as
Chair of the Association and Kleo Landucci,
Chief Commercial & Corporate Affairs Ofﬁcer of Ashcroft Terminal Ltd. as Vice-Chair
for 2018-2019. Mr. Fast and Ms. Landucci
have been members of FMA’s Board of
Directors for some time and bring extensive
supply chain experience to the Association
and its member companies.
“Thanks to the Board and staff for their
support of FMA members”, said Mr. Fast.
“With capacity and service disruptions

facing shippers across every mode of transport, FMA’s role in meeting these challenges
is vital and more relevant than ever; I’m
looking forward to being a part of the solution.”
“I look forward to working with Gary,
the other directors, and the FMA staff to
address the supply chain challenges faced
by importers and exporters”, added Ms.
Landucci.
FMA has represented the interests of
the freight transportation industry to all
levels of government and international
agencies since 1916. Its 80 members
include companies from most industrial sectors and from all across the country. FMA

GARY FAST
member companies purchase approximately
$6 billion in freight services by truck, rail,
marine, courier and airfreight.

Caisse de dépôt and Fonds de solidarité FTQ invest
$112 million in Groupe Océan
Caisse de dépôt et placement du
Québec (la Caisse) and Fonds de solidarité FTQ (le Fonds) have announced that
they are purchasing a minority stake in
Groupe Océan for $112 million, shared
equally between the two investors.
Groupe Océan is a Québec-based maritime services provider that primarily
operates in Canada, and now also internationally. Groupe Océan will use the
proceeds of this investment to expand its
Canadian activities, to continue its global
growth and to acquire new equipment.
“Our strong growth in recent years
combined with our desire to expand our
activities internationally is pushing us to
accelerate our development. To achieve
this, we have joined up with world-class
partners, making it possible to take these
next steps. With this partnership, we are
maintaining our vision of excellence and
giving ourselves new leverage to accelerate our growth,” stated Jacques Tanguay,
President and Chief Operating Officer of
Groupe Océan.
“This transaction is perfectly aligned
with la Caisse’s strategy to support the
local growth and international expansion
of high-performing Québec companies,”
said Mathieu Gauvin, Senior Vice-President, Québec at la Caisse. “Through this
investment, Groupe Océan will accelerate
the implementation of its expansion plan,
which will eventually allow it to provide
its
services
in
new
markets.”
“This investment by le Fonds is in line

with our desire to support Québec’s flagships, protect our head offices and support
our maritime sector,” added Jean Wil-

helmy, Senior Vice-President, Private
Equity, at le Fonds. “Groupe Océan shares
all these priorities.”
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Hapag-Lloyd attempts to avoid a ‘messy’ IMO 2020,
unveiling its ‘fairer’ MFR
BY MIKE WACKETT
Hapag-Lloyd has rolled out its plans for
recovering the extra cost of compliance with
IMO’s 0.5 per cent sulphur cap for shipping,
which comes into force in less than 15
months. It no doubt hopes its proposals will
be better received by customers than those
of its rivals – slammed by suspicious shippers
as “lacking transparency” and “blatant proﬁteering”.
Hapag-Lloyd estimates the annual
cost of compliance with IMO 2020, from 1
January 2020, for its ﬂeet of some 220 containerships will be in the region of $1 billion.
The carrier is proposing a ‘marine fuel recovery’ (MFR) mechanism, to be “gradually
implemented” from 1 January next year to
replace all current fuel-related surcharges.
“With our MFR, we have developed a
system for our customers that we think is
fair, as it allows for a casual, transparent and
easy-to-understand calculation of fuel costs,”
said Chief Executive Rolf Habben Jansen,
who has long been advocating the use of
low-sulphur fuel oil (LSFO), to comply with
IMO 2020, rather than the installation of
exhaust
gas
cleaning
systems
(scrubbers) that enable ships to continue to
burn cheaper heavy fuel oil (HFO).
However, in more recent statements,
Mr. Habben Jansen has conceded that the
carrier might consider ﬁtting some of its
inherited “LNG-ready” ships from UASC to
run on gas, as well as to trial scrubbers on
some other vessels. Hapag-Lloyd conﬁrmed
it would conduct trials next year with one
LNG-converted vessel and two ships ﬁtted
with scrubbers.
It said its MFR would be based “on a
set of variables and average market data”,
which would relate to the price of low-sulphur fuel combined with the variables of
containers carried per round trip of a

“market class vessel” based on Clean Cargo
Working Group data for a speciﬁc trade. The
carrier provided some examples: an MFR of
$182 per TEU being applicable to a container shipped from Asia to North Europe at
a fuel price of $400 per tonne. Hapag-Lloyd
is assuming that the spread – the difference
between HFO and LSFO – will be about
$250 per tonne. The current spread is about
$230 per tonne with HFO at $480 and
LSFO at $710. With its proposals for IMO
2020 only published recently, it is too early
to gauge the reaction of customers.
A recent survey conducted by Drewry
found that only 13 per cent of shippers
polled had received information from their
carriers on their fuel cost recovery plans.
And worryingly for carriers, the same survey
revealed that less than 50 per cent of shippers believe the current proposals for

recovery were “sufﬁciently fair and transparent”. Drewry said carriers would need to be
“far more transparent on the cost inputs
than they have been previously if they are to
convince shippers otherwise”.
But, “things could get quite messy”,
acknowledged the consultant, given that the
fuel cost structures of differently powered
ships could be “widely divergent”. “There is
a clear need for carriers to have a robust
system in place to enable them to recover
the additional costs associated with the IMO
2020 rules, but equally, lines must appreciate that without sufﬁcient transparency to
customers the chances of successfully recovering those costs will diminish,” said
Drewry.
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

2020 sulphur fuel cap may spark a crisis for carriers
that can’t recover the cost
BY SAM WHELAN, ASIA CORRESPONDENT
IMO’s 0.5 per cent sulphur fuel cap will cause an “existential
crisis” for container carriers, unless they can pass on the added
bunker costs to shippers. APL Chief Executive Nicolas Sartini said
carriers had little choice but to opt for considerably more expensive
low-sulphur fuel from January 2020, since the alternatives – using
LNG or ﬁtting ships with scrubbers – were not viable short-term
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solutions. “We are 100 per cent behind the regulation as it’s good for
the environment,” he told delegates at the TPM Asia conference in
Shenzhen in early October. “The problem is the new fuel cost is
between $250 and $350 per tonne more expensive than the fuel we
buy today.”
APL parent carrier CMA CGM estimates the added cost from
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the sulphur fuel cap to be around $160 per
TEU. “What needs to be understood is that
for container shipping this is a $15 billion
issue, so yes – it is an existential crisis and
we need to explain to our customers that
they have to prepare,” added Mr. Sartini.
“We will prepare and take action to
improve efﬁciency, but at the end of the day
we have to pass on the cost to the customers.”
However, speculation is mounting as
to whether carriers will be able to successfully pass on all the extra cost, having failed
to do this during the ﬁrst half of 2018 when
their earnings were hit by a steady rise in
bunker prices. One action carriers may take,
according to Mr. Sartini, is more slowsteaming, potentially resulting in tighter
capacity, should carriers need to pull vessels
from other trades.“There was a reduction in
speed a few years ago and, with what is
ahead of us, we’ll probably need to review
that again.
We’re not here to create a capacity
crunch, but if you’re forced to reduce the
speed of your vessels, then you maybe need
more vessels by bringing them in from other
services, which could be a consequence of
these measures we’ll face in 2020.”
Thomas Knudsen, global forwarding
president at Toll Group, said he didn’t think
access to capacity would be a major issue. “I
think it will be made available somehow.
What I struggle with is what happened earlier this year, with the [industry-wide]

emergency bunker surcharges. I thought
they were poorly introduced and very difﬁcult to understand.”
As well as reducing fuel consumption,
Mr. Sartini said carriers would challenge
ports to be more efﬁcient. “I welcome the
challenge to improve productivity,” replied
Hutchison Port Holdings Trust Chief Executive Gerry Yim. “We talk about low-sulphur
fuel and passing on the cost to customers,
but what if the carriers can’t pass it on?
They’ll pass it on to me, so I’ve got to help
the whole industry deal with a lot of prob-

lems.” He said rather than looking to
improve efﬁciency, he would look at where
to cut inefﬁciencies, so “everyone will beneﬁt”.
Mr. Yim made the point, however, that
70 per cent of vessel calls at his terminals in
South China were made out of
schedule and quipped: “But we manage to
help them to berth on arrival within three
hours and leave relatively on time, so they
can miss the next schedule!”
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Speed limits for box ships the best way to hit emissions
target, IMO told
BY ALEXANDER WHITEMAN
Mandatory speed limits could be shipping lines’ best hope of
achieving the IMO’s 2030 emissions reduction targets. Shipping ofﬁcer for lobby group Transport & Environment, Faig Abbasov, told The
Loadstar slow-steaming could “single-handedly” achieve the target.
“We’re proposing mandatory limits, based on ship type,” said
Mr. Abbasov, speaking on the sidelines of the Marine and Environment Protection Committee (MEPC 73) in London. “Furthermore,
our slow-steaming initiative is based on an annual average rather
than per individual journey, meaning priority shipments could travel
at a faster rate.”
IMO adopted a greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction strategy in
April to reduce total shipping emissions by 50 per cent, compared
with 2008 levels, by 2050. As part of this effort, it implemented
short-term (to 2023), mid-term (2023-2030), and long-term targets
(after 2030).
“Taking the foot off the gas can on its own reach the 2030
target [a 40 per cent reduction on 2008 GHG],” Mr. Abbasov
added . “Our proposal to IMO has had a mixed response, with the
members split on whether to implement it or not.”
The Loadstar understands that countries including France and
Ireland are among those that support the introduction of mandatory

speed reductions. Among those that have expressed scepticism are
Chile and Peru, although it should be noted these countries both
export large quantities of perishable fruits, which means vessel transit time are a priority for shippers. “Those countries that don’t like it
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mostly don’t like it because industry is
telling them it will kill their economies,”
continued Mr. Abbasov. “But because of the
split among the countries, we believe this
leaves room for compromise.”
Mr. Abbasov emphasised that the proposal’s focus on annual average rather than
individual shipments would mean fruit
would not rot as those vessels could travel
faster.
And slow-steaming, Mr. Abbasov said,
is not new to the industry, the 2008 ﬁnancial crisis forcing many carriers to cut
speeds by around 30 per cent between
2008 and 2012 to reduce fuel bills and soak
up excess capacity. “As a result, the carriers
– albeit inadvertently – reduced CO2 emissions by some 200 million tonnes,
comparable with the emissions level of The
Netherlands,” he said.
“And there are some companies that
really like the idea, as slowing down
reduces the use of fuel and costs; furthermore, if everyone agrees to it the playing
ﬁeld is levelled.”
In terms of implementation, he
described it as a simple process for carriers
and ship operators to follow. Effectively, a

table would be produced detailing each ship
type and size and the permitted speeds that
would keep them within the reduction targets. “Passing the legislation will be
difﬁcult, there’s distrust from members
which lack academic departments and question the agenda of scientists providing the

evidence,” he added. “But of all the measures on the table, it will still be the easiest
both to get signed off and to get into action
– because it’s simple.”
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Pessimism in the air as IMO pushes for reduced
greenhouse gas emissions
BY ALEXANDER WHITEMAN

The momentum behind efforts to curtail shipping’s greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions appears to have come to a standstill, insiders have said as the International
Maritime Organization (IMO) Maritime
Environment Protection Committee (MEPC
73) met in London at the end of October.

Environmental lobbyists had hoped that
plans to reduce GHG emissions by 2023
would begin in earnest now. IMO secretary
general Kitack Lim said MEPC had
approved a programme of follow-up action
to the initial strategy agreed in April. “The
programme sets a clear signal on how to fur-
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ther progress the matter of reduction of
GHG emissions from ships up to 2023,”
said Mr. Lim. “I am convinced, in re-doubling your efforts and with support from
working arrangements, you’ll be able to
deliver and accelerate the pace of actions
and tackle this immense, global challenge.”
However, according to a Loadstar
source at MEPC, Brazil, Saudi Arabia and
the U.S. have renewed efforts to quash
attempts to reduce emissions on an industry-wide level ahead of 2023. “Going into
the talks that began last week, ahead of
MEPC, there had been expectations on getting the general strategy goals set out in
April down into concrete steps,” the source
told The Loadstar. “However, after a week
of discussions the document drafted does
not discuss any of the measures in speciﬁc
detail, nor was there any talk on setting a
date for when these would be discussed.”
In April, IMO adopted an initial strategy that by 2023 it would implement
measures to cut 2008 levels of greenhouse
gas emissions (GHGs) by at least 50 per cent
by 2050. The source suggested that the
wording of the initial strategy had caused a
division among IMO members, with one

side interpreting it to mean they did not need to act until 2023.
“This has resulted in a great deal of pessimism among those
members that believe in climate change and want to take immediate
action to address shipping’s impact,” the source continued. “For
those climate change deniers, this ambiguity within the initial strategy has created a great deal of happiness.”
April’s initial strategy refers to a range of candidate short-, midand long-term measures to be considered by IMO. Short-term measures could be ﬁnalized and agreed between 2018 and 2023;
mid-term measures, between 2023 and 2030; and long-term measures, beyond 2030. “As far as I see it, all ambition is off because of
the strategy’s openness for interpretation,” the source continued.
“And the reason it was written in such a way was to get it passed in
the ﬁrst place, with objections from those previously mentioned
states – namely Brazil, Saudi Arabia and the U.S.”

Pressure to reduce emissions increased this month after a
report by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, which
states there are just 12 years to before irreparable damage is done.
During last week’s discussions one of the authors of the IPCC Report
was brought in to explain why short-term ﬁxes were necessary.
“This was immediately objected to by the Saudi delegation
which questioned the author’s impartiality noting that he is also
advising the Solomon Islands on its climate change strategy,” said
the source. “While the objection was not upheld, it is indicative of
the way everything surrounding climate change has come to a shuddering standstill. “Any hopes of changes being brought through in
the immediate have been quashed – it’s very much a case of death
by 1,000 cuts.”
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar (www.theloadstar.co.uk)

IMO ‘kills remaining hopes for requiring the building of
more efficient containerships’
Efforts to decarbonize the shipping sector have taken a
step back after IMO overturned plans for new design standards. A bid to impose a 40 per cent efﬁciency
improvement requirement on all containerships built
from 2022 onwards – based on 2008 standards – was
put in abeyance until IMO meets again next May.
A source told The Loadstar the move represented
a “reversal of the achievements” made in the past two
weeks by the Marine Environment Protection Committee meeting (MEPC73) in London. The source
explained that back in April, a decision, still not ratiﬁed, had been taken to impose a requirement for a
30 per cent improvement on 2008 levels on ships
built from 2025.
“It was said this should be brought forward to
apply to box ships built from 2022, and tightened to a
40 per cent improvement,” said the source. “In the general cargo vessels category, it was agreed these Phase 3
standards should also be brought forward to 2022, but the
improvement remain at 30 per cent. “However, both of these
decisions were reversed, and a decision put in abeyance until
MEPC74 next May.”
One delegate reportedly named Brazil, India, Japan, Liberia,
Panama, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Singapore and the U.S. – as well as
the World Shipping Council – as responsible for the pushback. Shipping director Bill Hemmings, of the NGO, Transport & Environment,
said: “Time is running short, but that’s not the feeling you get inside
the room.
“While congratulating itself on quite mediocre progress on
greenhouse gas emissions, IMO had no qualms killing any remaining hopes for requiring the building of more efﬁcient ships in the
future. “If this is the pace being set to implement the IMO’s Initial
GHG Strategy, then some of the delegates returning home from
future negotiations won’t have a country to land in.”
Lobby group the Clean Shipping Coalition also rapped the
countries blocking efﬁciency improvements and said the two weeks
of talks at MEPC 73 had “failed to make progress”. “April’s agreement to implement short-term emission reduction measures has
fallen victim to procedure, bureaucracy and delay led by countries
never really on board,” said Mr. Hemmings. “All this is despite the
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BY ALEXANDER WHITEMAN

IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) report making
absolutely clear to IMO members that now is the time for action.”
Mr. Hemmings is pushing for mandatory speed reductions on containerships as a way of achieving this commitment, claiming
this alone could meet the 2030 goal of 40 per cent reduction in total
shipping emissions.
The senior policy advisor for Seas at Risk, John Maggs, said:
“The stakes are high, ships have deployed slow-steaming over the
past decade in a way that has seen dramatic reductions in emissions.
“The world’s not blind to this, speeds must initially be capped to
avoid backsliding, and progressively lowered. The impact on emissions is immediate and incontestable. The commitment of many at
the IMO to genuinely reduce ship emissions is not.”
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar (www.theloadstar.co.uk)
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OOCL announces bunker recovery surcharge to cover
IMO 2020 compliance
BY MIKE WACKETT
OOCL plans to begin the switch to
low-sulphur fuel for its ﬂeet of around 100
container vessels during the second half of
next year, in readiness for compliance with
IMO 2020.
Unlike some of its peers, the carrier
has made no reference to scrubber technology that would enable vessels to continue to
burn cheaper heavy fuel oil (HFO) from 1
January 2020 when the 0.5 per cent sulphur cap becomes law. The Cosco
subsidiary said it had estimated the extra
cost of compliance with IMO 2020 for its
vessels could be more than “half a billion
dollars”.
The current price spread between
HFO and low-sulphur fuel oil (LSFO) is
around $230 per tonne, but OOCL warned
that the difference could widen after the
start date of the regulations, “due to tight
supply in the market”. It said: “Under the
current industry environment and the level
of cost involved in an industry that is
already very cost-sensitive for survival, shippers and the consumers will need to
prepare to shoulder this burden.” It said
that in “preparation for the surge in operating cost, and in consideration of the
continual trend of rising fuel prices in the
market”, it would be introducing a bunker
recovery charge. The company did not say
when the charge would be effective, nor
the quantum, but advised that it would take
various factors into account, including fuel
types, price ﬂuctuations, ship size and
vessel utilization.
OOCL’s bunker recovery proposals
follow in the wake of Maersk Line, HapagLloyd and CMA CGM, although those
carriers have proposed a 1 January 2019
start date and have indicated examples of

surcharge amounts dependent on fuel price.
Maersk Line has estimated the cost of compliance with IMO2020 at over $2 billion for
its 700-ship ﬂeet, while Hapag-Lloyd
expects the additional cost for its 220 vessels to be in excess of $1 billion.
Notwithstanding the attempts by carriers to be “transparent” with their IMO2020
surcharge proposals, if anything, shippers
are more suspicious than ever of “a hidden
agenda” to push up freight rates under the
guise of environmental protection.
And shippers and forwarders The Loadstar
has spoken to recently say they are “more
confused than ever” after reading the
bunker surcharge announcements by the
carriers.
“What they seem to be trying is to mix
up the two”, one shipper told The Loadstar
on the side lines of the Xeneta customer

summit in Amsterdam last week. “They are
introducing new formulae from next January – a full year before the IMO2020 start
date – to underpin their previous failed
attempts to recover fuel price rises, which
are a separate issue,” he argued.
Unless ships are ﬁtted with scrubber
systems, carriers will need to have the fuel
tanks of their ships thoroughly cleaned to
avoid contamination before replenishing
with LSFO to be compliant with IMO2020.
OOCL’s parent, Orient Overseas International, was acquired by Chinese
state-owned carrier Cosco and its port operator compatriot, Shanghai International Port
Group in a $6.3 billion deal completed in
June.
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Ports need to think outside the box to make their
terminals more cost-effective
BY SAM WHELAN
Pressure is mounting on container ports to improve efﬁciency
in terminal operations, as wholesale change in the shipping industry
continues to increase competition and drive down revenue per box.
According to Mark Welles, Navis Vice-President and General Manager, Asia Paciﬁc, terminal operators are “aggressively attacking their
cost base and ﬁguring out ways to use some of their tools to do more
with less”. This includes using automation to drive incremental
changes that improve operational efﬁciency, whether waterside or at
the terminal gate. “Terminals are making the small or large changes
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they need to keep their businesses moving ahead against the challenges from consolidation on the carrier side,” he told The Loadstar.
“Some terminals are handling more volume, but in some markets the revenue per TEU is decreasing – or certainly not increasing
the way it used to – so they have to manage their business in a different way. “That efﬁciency drive has two parts: one is to be the
better service provider [than regional port competitors]; but also to
reduce your costs, which therefore either gives you more ﬂexibility
on the commercial side, or it means you’re a more proﬁtable busi-
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ness,” he added.
Mr. Welles was speaking after a visit to
the Qingdao New Qianwan Container Terminal (QQCTN), which uses Navis N4, the
port software specialist’s ﬂagship terminal
operating system (TOS). “Full automation is
working well for them and helping to set
the stage for what’s possible in China and
Asia, in terms of the success they’ve had,”
he explained.
Navis has worked with ports to implement around 120 software “go-lives” at
terminals around the world over the past
two years. The port of Tianjin managed to
install N4 at six terminals in less than 12
months, a feat Mr. Welles described as
“almost unheard of”.
The importance of a well-functioning
TOS was brought into sharp focus by the IT
failure experienced recently at Felixstowe.
The botched installation of an in-house TOS
led to prolonged operational interruptions
and subsequent diverted vessel calls. The
resulting supply chain disruption – which
was at ﬁrst contained to UK ports – has now
spread to northern Europe. It appears
Hutchison, the Hong Kong port group that
runs Felixstowe, was bucking a trend with
the decision to develop its own TOS.

“It’s fair to say, from a macro-level,
over the past ﬁve years we’ve seen more
and more of the regional and global terminal groups partnering with an experienced
solutions provider to ‘buy, don’t build’,”
said Mr. Welles. He claims ports

generally prefer suppliers that provide
turnkey solutions for the full spectrum of
systems and equipment required for each
aspect of terminal operations.
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Hapag-Lloyd orders 8,600 new reefer containers
from Maersk Container Industry
BY GAVIN VAN MARLE

Hapag-Lloyd has placed an order for 8,600 Star Cool reefer
containers, 2,000 of which will be controlled atmosphere (CA)
units, with Maersk Container Industry (MCI). The order follows
an August announcement from Hapag-Lloyd that it would
be adding 11,100 reefer units to its ﬂeet, taking its total to 91,000.
MCI said all the units in today’s order were ready to use the
R513A refrigerant blend, which offers a 56 per cent reduction in
their global warming potential (GWP) over existing units. GWP is a

scale which compares the amount of heat trapped by greenhouse gas
with the amount of heat trapped in the same mass of CO2.
Niklas Ohling, Senior Director at Hapag-Lloyd, said: “It is reassuring to know that we have the ability to fully convert a large part
of our reefer ﬂeet to a lower GWP refrigerant solution without
having to make any modiﬁcations to the machines or compromise on
performance.” The use of R513A refrigerant with Star Cool
addresses the environmental protection legislation for technology
platforms introduced under the EU’s F-gas regulations, said MCI.
Søren Leth Johannsen, Chief Commercial Ofﬁcer, added: “We
deeply value the trust shown in us by Hapag-Lloyd, which is founded
on 18 years of experience in supplying reefer containers to them.
This close cooperation led Hapag-Lloyd to order its ﬁrst batch of Star
Cool units in 2012, after which the proportion of these cutting-edge
reefers in the Hapag-Lloyd ﬂeet has steadily grown. The 8,600-reefer
order from Hapag-Lloyd obviously marks a further milestone for MCI
and Star Cool.”
The order for the 2,000 CA reefers follows the launch of
Hapag-Lloyd’s ExtraFresh and ExtraFresh Plus services, and will take
the number of hapag Lloyd’s Star Cool CA systems up to 5,000. The
Star Cool units also have a built-in energy meter, allowing energy
efﬁciency to be monitored. “Our aim is to cut Hapag-Lloyd’s carbon
footprint by a further 20 per cent by 2020, and efﬁcient reefer containers will play a signiﬁcant role in achieving this goal,” Mr. Ohling
added. The carrier acquired 1,000 Star Cool CA refers from MCI in
September.
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar (www.theloadstar.co.uk)
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Anger in Europe as state subsidies for South Korean
carrier HMM soar
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BY MIKE WACKETT

State-owned Korea Ocean Business Corporation (KOBC) has,
reportedly, signed off on some W6.15trn ($5.4 billion) of new funding
for the country’s biggest ocean carrier, Hyundai Merchant Marine
(HMM) – but much of this cash will be needed to cover continued
operations.
KOBC, launched in July this year to support South Korea’s ailing
shipping industry, has already supported HMM with a $740 million
sale-leaseback transaction on ten of its ships, based on the original
value of the vessels rather than their actual market value. HMM
recorded a net loss of $1.1 billion last year and is heading for another
big deﬁcit after posting a loss of $371 million after six months of this
year – the worst-performing carrier in the liner industry’s cumulative
$2.4 billion loss.
On 28 September, HMM conﬁrmed it had signed formal contracts for South Korean yards to build twelve 23,000 TEU ships, for
delivery in the second quarter of 2020 and eight 15,000 TEU vessels
to be delivered a year later. No ﬁnancial details of the transactions
were revealed, but the ULCVs could cost about $150 million a unit to
build, with the smaller ships upwards of $100 million each. The contracts have been underwritten by the KOBC.
After the bankruptcy of Hanjin in 2016, South Korea has struggled with its status in world shipping, its new ﬂag-carrier, HMM,
forced to play a bit part in a slot chartering role with the 2M Alliance,
after being rejected by THE Alliance due to ﬁnancial concerns.
However, in April HMM launched a weekly standalone AsiaNorth Europe loop deploying a ﬂeet of panamax vessels. But in July
the carrier stopped calling at Southampton due to schedule reliability
issues, only to reinstate the port this month after the 2M temporarily
suspended a main loop.
Following the change of power in South Korea, sources have told
The Loadstar the government “will do whatever it takes” to keep
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Korean shipping and shipbuilding aﬂoat.
At a sales meeting in December, HMM’s President and CEO, CK
Yoo, pledged to “regain customer trust” and explained the rationale
behind the big ship orders. He said: “This mega-ship building project
is in accordance with the expectation for being a leading shipping
nation.” However, European shipowners and builders have spoken
out about South Korean state aid and welcomed a recent statement by
the EU that pointed to unfair trade practices in Asia.
In a statement on Friday, SEA Europe secretary general
Christophe Tytgat said: “The latest support measures from South
Korea are clearly an example of unfair competitive distortions. By creating artiﬁcial demands through state aid, South Korea has regrettably
contributed to today’s severe overcapacity in merchant shipbuilding
and merchant shipping, with dramatic, far-reaching consequences for
all market players, ﬁrst for European shipbuilding and now also for
European shipowners and the entire maritime value chain. “Europe
now needs to be vigilant that the same unfair trade practices with the
same potential devastating effects are not repeated in other shipbuilding and shipping segments.”
HMM’s three-year deal with the 2M partners will come to an end
in March 2020 just as the new ships are being delivered. It is unlikely
that Maersk and MSC will allow HMM to become a full member of
2M and speculation is that the carrier will use its new ULCVs and
underwriting from the South Korean government to support a
new application for membership of THE Alliance. And, in a strategic
ploy to become more competitive, HMM said the newbuilds
would have exhaust gas cleaning systems (scrubbers) installed to
enable the ships to burn the less-expensive heavy fuel oil after IMO
2020 low-sulphur regulations are introduced.
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar (www.theloadstar.co.uk)

China-U.S. trade war brings box carriers a bonus – but
2019 looks less promising
BY SAM WHELAN, ASIA CORRESPONDENT
The U.S.-China trade war has seemed
“positive” for transpaciﬁc shipping lines, so
far, with importers rushing to beat tariff
deadlines. But there is growing concern
that a prolonged dispute would leave shippers with question marks on whether to
reorganize their supply chains. APL Chief
Executive Nicolas Sartini believes the
industry should still achieve trade growth
this year of around 5 per cent. “So far it’s
paradoxical, because the trade war has
been rather positive for shipping companies,” he told delegates at the TPM Asia
conference in Shenzhen.
“This is probably because capacity
was really low in the market before peak
season, as people were hesitant and afraid
of the situation. “But now the peak season
is very strong and the U.S. economy is
doing extremely well – for the ﬁrst time the
trade growth is superior to the unemployment rate which is quite remarkable. But
the most important factor is that many U.S.
importers are anticipating tariff increases
and are bringing cargo into the U.S. ahead
of when they would have normally. “We
have yet another threat, on 1 January, of
potential increases to 25 per cent tariffs, so
we are expecting – following feedback
from customers today – another rush of
cargo in the last quarter.”
Thomas Knudsen, Global Forwarding
President at Toll Group, said the cargo rush
“would see inventories full, come 2019”,
potentially resulting in a drop in transpaciﬁc volumes at the start of next year. One
cargo owner, who controls around 30,000
TEUs, told The Loadstar her company had
shipped a “tremendous amount” of business early to try and avoid the tariffs – “and

we’ll continue to ship even higher volumes
in the run-up to the end of the year, as in
our view the tariff hikes are unlikely to
stop”. But she added: “Unfortunately for us,
of course, is that if we ship all this business
in 2018, we will have a hole in our business
in 2019, regardless of the optimism of the
American consumer. It’s going to be turbulent and we’re having to look at
alternatives, but it’s very, very difﬁcult to
move manufacturing in the short term.”
Shippers could also be faced with
higher freight rates in 2019, according to
Philip Damas, head of Drewry Supply Chain
Advisors, who noted container shipping’s
infamous supply-demand imbalance could
soon tip in favour of shipping lines. “Carriers are in a fragile ﬁnancial situation so

they’re not going to continue to inject a lot
more capacity. If you look at next year, the
numbers indicate demand growth will be
higher than supply growth, which hasn’t
happened for some time, so the overcapacity is being eroded. “And what this tells me
is that next year the carriers will cancel
more sailings,” said Mr. Damas. He said
spot rates were strengthening, although not
on intra-Asia trades, where capacity was up
and rates down. “However, my main message is that we’re starting to see a
phenomenon, where the tendency of carriers to introduce predatory pricing is
reducing and their capacity discipline is
increasing,” he added.
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

U.S. threatens to act over China’s online cost advantage
on postal fees
BY IAN PUTZGER
The clock is ticking towards a potential fresh bout of Trump
‘diplomacy’. The U.S. President is now on a collision course with
the Universal Postal Union (UPU) and has threatened “repercussions” if the international mail body does not address below-cost
delivery rates for e-commerce sent from China. The president’s
anger is directed at the system of postal fees for international mail
deliveries, which gives an unfair advantage to Chinese online merchants. Using air mail, they enjoy lower delivery costs to the U.S.
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than domestic rivals, and the U.S. Postal
Service (USPS) is losing money in the
process.
Under a mechanism overseen by the
UPU, the postal service from the country of
origin compensates the agency that performs
the overseas delivery of a shipment under
4.4lbs in weight, with a fee called ‘terminal
dues’. Designed to account for the fact that
not all countries are at the same stage of
development and show signiﬁcant variations
in their mail volumes and postal tariffs, terminal dues vary. If the shipment is dispatched
from a developing country they are a fraction
of that in a developed economy.
Under the current framework, China
Post pays its counterparts in North America
and the European Union terminal dues that
result in much lower mailing costs for Chinese online merchants. The system also
impacts the USPS. According to one report,
the gap between terminal dues and delivery
costs last year resulted in a $170 million
deﬁcit, 20 per cent higher than the corresponding loss in 2016.
The U.S. National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) has been complaining for
some time about the issue, arguing that Chinese e-commerce providers exploit terminal
dues to ﬂood the American market with
cheap goods at delivery costs that are lower
than their U.S. competitors. They also claim
this is fuelling a ﬂood of counterfeit goods
and drugs entering the U.S. in the
mail.“This is unfair trade,” said Albert
Saphir, President of logistics consulting ﬁrm
ABS Consulting. “It is cheaper to send a
small parcel from Qingdao to Miami than
from Seattle to Miami.” He says retailers
importing goods pay duties on them, which
they have to incorporate in the price, while
parcels from overseas delivered to consumers are duty-free as long as they do not
exceed the de minimis threshold.

To the delight of the NAM, President
Trump has picked up the baton and pushed
for change. He issued an order to the U.S.
Postmaster General and secretaries of State,
Treasury and Homeland Security, calling for
change in the current model. The order
from the White House said that if the UPU
congress failed to achieve “meaningful
changes”, the U.S. would consider taking
unilateral action, possibly even withdrawal
from UPU. It gave the ofﬁcials until November 1 to present suggestions for possible
action. UPU is unlikely to convince the U.S.
administration that substantial change is
under way. The organization declared that
it would consider the problem and intends
to table a comprehensive proposal by 2020.
A ﬁx is not likely to come into effect before
the mid-2020s.
Separately, UPU has stated that it plans

to persuade China at a special congress
early next year to accept higher terminal
dues. The U.S. government is not the only
administration that has terminal dues in its
sights. Last autumn the Norwegian Post, as
well as the country’s postal regulator,
warned that the rise of Chinese parcel trafﬁc
would result in losses in the millions.
ABS’s Mr. Saphir does not regard the
terminal dues as the most pressing issue
regarding e-commerce ﬂows from China,
however. “The bigger issue is the de minimis,” he said. In 2016 the U.S. authorities
raised the threshold for personal imports
free of duties and taxes from $200 to $800,
signiﬁcantly higher than most other countries.
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

MSC opts for Traxens technology to create
50,000 ‘smart’ containers
BY GAVIN VAN MARLE
MSC has announced it will fit some 50,000 of its dry containers with smart technology over the next few months. While the
deployment of smart technology on reefer containers has become
increasingly prevalent over the past few years, this represents the
first time a container shipping line has committed to equipping dry
containers. The carrier said the technology would be provided by
Traxens, the French container tracking start-up that has received
investment from CMA CGM and more latterly MSC. Both carriers
have a seat on Traxens’ Board.
MSC President and Chief Executive Diego Aponte said: “MSC
believes the real-time tracking of containers is the future of the
shipping industry. “While shipping lines should, of course, compete on service, we will achieve better results for our customers by
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working in a more harmonised way on technology and innovation. Smart containers are a perfect example of where we can
cooperate according to industry standards to make our services
truly comprehensive and TRAXENS is the top innovator in this
area,” he added.
The Traxens system has three key elements: first, a tracking
and environment-monitoring device permanently fitted to the
box, which records data such as GPS position, temperature,
impacts, movement and vibration. The data are transmitted to the
second element, the Traxens hub, a cloud-based bog data platform
that stores all the container fleet information, and the third element is Traxens Net, which the company describes as “a

purpose-designed mesh radio network for an optimal performance/power consumption ratio for the unique container
environment”. It allows units located near each other to communicate and coordinate resources, such as battery life.
MSC added: “The use of digital technologies like smart containers will bring substantial gains in efficiency, service, security
and safety along the entire supply chain. It will also help manage
delays and other problems along the supply chain where historically chasing information has been time-consuming and
expensive.”
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar (www.theloadstar.co.uk)

ONE container carrier network now predicting loss of
$600 million in its first year
BY MIKE WACKETT
Japanese carrier Ocean Network
Express (ONE) is set to see losses spiral to
$600 million in its ﬁrst year, as it struggles
to “restore the trust of customers” after
the chaotic April launch. ONE has alerted
shareholders “K” Line, MOL and NYK to
a $310 million loss for the half-year period
to 30 September. Moreover, the merged carrier network has drastically revised its
forecast of a full-year proﬁt of $110 million
to a loss of $ 600 million, which would see
it sink towards the bottom of the carrier
proﬁtability league table.
Prior to the merger of the three carriers, Chief Executive Jeremy Nixon and his
team were bullish about the prospects for
ONE, predicting more than $1 billion a
year in synergy cost savings. They said this
would bring a proﬁt in the ﬁrst year of $110
million, followed by $313 million and $648
million in consecutive years.
What followed, however – in the
words of its own shareholder, K Line – was
a “clumsy” launch, which left customers,
loyal to the trio for decades, unable to book
containers or obtain information about the
status of their cargo.
In a joint proﬁt warning, ahead of ﬁrsthalf results on 31 October, the Japanese trio
– K Line and MOL each hold a 31 per cent
stake, while NYK has the remaining 38 per
cent – endeavoured to provide investors
with explanations for the disastrous start.
They said lifting and utilization levels had
fallen due to “teething problems” after
a chaotic launch, which it attributed to not
enough staff, and those they had, not being
familiar with the NYK IT system.
In fact, ONE’s management was
obliged to signiﬁcantly revamp the rationalization plans, which represented more than
a third of the planned synergy savings, by
putting in more staff and hiring new work-

ers. The network said: “This caused signiﬁcant inconvenience for customers.” But it
added: “Issues such as staff skill levels and
personnel shortages have already been
addressed and operations have returned to
normal.”
However, several shippers and forwarders The Loadstar has spoken to
recently said that they were still only supporting ONE with minimal bookings,
having been obliged to reserve space with
other carriers after the botched launch. As
to why the full extent of the problems at
ONE were not revealed at the end of July,
when ﬁrst-quarter results were published
and trading concerns in the second quarter
must already have been known, the companies said it had been expected that liftings
and utilization levels would improve during
the peak season. But “ONE did not achieve
these targets”, they admitted.
ONE has also been impacted by the

hike in fuel prices, leaving its strategy
of recovering the additional cost of bunkers
resulting in “underachievement”. And the
Japanese lines said the impact of the U.S.China trade war, which could see volumes
on the transpaciﬁc tank in the ﬁrst quarter
of next year when the 25 per cent duty
hikes fully kick in, had been factored-in to
“a certain degree”. They added that ONE
would “determine the need to revise” the
2019 and 2020 business forecasts “upon
assessing the situation”.
In a LinkedIn post, Lars Jensen, CEO
and partner at SeaIntelligence Consulting,
likened the ONE integration problems to
Maersk Lines’ ill-judged takeover of P&O
Nedlloyd in 2006, resulting in the Danish
carrier losing market share due to IT and
other consolidation issues.
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)
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Market uncertainty impacts DP World volumes, but ‘we
stay on track’
BY ALEXANDER WHITEMAN
DP World has reported a 2.6 per cent
increase in container volumes for the nine
months to September. But it has warned of
deceleration in the market, as its third-quarter numbers declined 1.4 per cent on the
same period last year. Chief Executive
Ahmed Bin Sulayem said: “We have seen
our volume growth decelerate due to the
strong prior year performance and general
caution in the market given the current
uncertainty in global trade.”
The company saw third-quarter volumes at its ﬂagship Jebel Ali terminal in
Dubai drop by 6.7 per cent year on year,
which it claimed was due to a preference
for higher paying cargo. “In the UAE, the
volume weakness in the third quarter is
mainly due to loss of low-margin throughput, where our focus remains on proﬁtable
cargo,” he said. Such is the size of its Dubai
operations, that plummeting UAE volumes
impacted three-month numbers for the
wide Europe, Middle East and Africa
region, which were down 4.4 per cent to
7.3 million TEUs for the third quarter. However, overall volumes for the ﬁrst nine
months for Europe, Middle East and Africa
were up 1.7 per cent to 22 million TEUs.
The company said: “Growth in Europe
remained robust, with strong growth in
London Gateway and Rotterdam.”
Globally, its nine-month volumes hit
54 million TEUs, and while all regions
recorded growth, its smallest market sector
– America and Australia, counted as one

region – saw the strongest increases as they
were up 3.7 per cent to 6.7 million TEUs.
The port operator’s largest market – Asia
Paciﬁc and Indian Subcontinent – saw
growth virtually vanish, with third-quarter
results up marginally to 8.4 million TEUs.
Asia Paciﬁc nine-month volumes also
climbed on last year, up 3.1 per cent to 25
million TEUs, which is an improvement on
its ﬁrst half volume-growth performance,
when the region was up just 1 per cent year
on year.
“On our wider portfolio, we have

made good progress in strengthening our
product offering to play a greater role in the
global supply chain as a trade enabler,” said
Mr. Bin Sulayem. “We continue to focus on
delivering operational excellence, managing
costs and disciplined investment to remain
the port operator of choice. “We are also
pleased to state that despite the softer volumes, we are on track to meet market
expectations.”
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Bugs – could be the biggest issue in container shipping
since VGM
BY ALEX LENNANE
The Global Shippers’ Forum (GSF) has warned that the “biggest
issue since VGM [container weighing]” is on the cards. At the end of
October, GSF met with the International Plant Protection Convention (IPPC) in Arizona. IPPC is investigating concerns that parasites
and other invasive species are being spread globally on the outside
of containers, contributing to the demise of local ecodiversity. “It’s a
big issue,” said James Hookham, Secretary General of GSF. “There is
heightened anxiety that contaminating species are travelling on containers via bird poo, snails and parasites.”
GSF, along with the World Shipping Council, is presenting to
the IPPC in Tucson, to explain the container supply chain. “We want
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to help the IPPC understand how complex it would be to legislate
on the cleaning of the outside of containers, and instead promote
awareness of the issue through self-regulation,” added Mr.
Hookham, speaking to The Loadstar on the sidelines of the TIACA
ACF in Toronto.
“A container can be in a yard for two weeks, then on a chassis,
then at the terminal – contamination can happen anywhere.” North
America, Australia and Japan have all expressed concern over the
issue and the fear among the maritime industry is that the UN or
governments will attempt to regulate. “It could become like the
IMO or VGM rules. Everyone will have to do it, and there’ll be con-

fusion and frustration.”
Sean Van Dort, GSF’s Chair, noted
that shipping lines already added a “washing charge” for the inside of a box of
between $25 and $75. “The biggest scandal in shipping is the washing charges.
When it suits a shipping line, the container
is seen as an extension of the ship. But
shippers get a washing charge – and washing doesn’t always happen. Ultimately the
consumer pays. “We do not want an inside
and outside washing charge. We want an
all-in rate that would include it. You don’t
see passengers on an aircraft paying extra
for fumigation in countries where it is
required.
“But the existing code of practice,
CTU, if followed, would help to prevent the
problems instead of there being new regulations dropped on the industry.” Mr.
Hookham added: “No one is going to argue
that this needs taking seriously. But this
could be confrontational – or perhaps this
will be the ﬁrst time we have an adult conversation with the shipping lines. “But the
opportunity for the imposition of additional
charges is rampant here.”

GSF acknowledged that it had had a
chequered past relationship with the World
Shipping Council. “We would love to have
the same conversation with the shipping
lines that we have with airlines – but we

don’t.” GSF is campaigning for an all-in rate
that is only levied against the contracted
buyer of shipping line services.
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Forwarders must meet digital disrupters head on and
adapt, or sink
BY ALEX LENNANE IN TORONTO
Forwarders have the power to keep
wannabe disrupters at bay and create
advantages for themselves – but they must
act now, and as an industry. Speaking at
the Canadian International Freight Forwarders’ Association (CIFFA) 70 th
anniversary event in Toronto, Steve
Walker, CEO of SWG and founder of SBS
Worldwide, urged the industry to adapt to
these perceived threats and create new
opportunities. Competitive threats are
coming from a variety of companies,
including pricing platforms, carriers and
new ‘digital’ forwarders. Citing Maersk’s
new positioning as both blockchain leader
and logistics service provider, he warned:
“Maersk will come for our customers; we
need to become 4PLs, and perhaps diversify revenue streams.
“Things are going to change beyond
all recognition within the next few
years and the challenge for all of us is to
transform our sector, or risk being obsolete.” He called on forwarders to hold their
suppliers to account, and gain the upper
hand –” they should do more to support
our ongoing offering”, he told delegates.
And pointing to e-commerce delivery
transparency, he said: “Forwarders have

Steve Walker

been lazy; we wait to hear from the customer.
“The lines haven’t offered that kind of
service to us – we need to make it happen
for ourselves. We need to make demands
on our suppliers. We are a skilled service
and have to promote it better and play to
our strengths. It is ironic that ‘steamship
lines’ have not made their milestones nor

those of their suppliers available to us, yet
they can now leapfrog several decades to
become blockchain leaders. It is a position
we should not have put up with.”
He added: “We should become 3.5 or
4PLs. The independent 4PL software is
readily available, is easily interfaced with
your TMS and will give control of your
customer’s supply chain. He said for-
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warders were traditionally conservative. “We are also traditionally
tight, preferring others to make the running. I think we are failing
ourselves; there is willing investment opportunity available to help
us expand our businesses.” Mr. Walker urged LSPs to invest in
technology and pointed to a 2017 Moore Stephens survey which
showed that 30.7 per cent of respondents saw IT investment in
terms of internal IT processes first of all, while only 5 per cent saw
it as enhanced service offering. And he said the disrupters – or “service enhancers” had in fact brought opportunities that forwarders
were well able to take advantage of.
“They have brought with them investors into our industry,
raising the profile, firstly of logistics and now forwarding.” And the
technology must be used for competitive advantage, along with traditional forwarding strengths such as know-how, relationships and
networks, he added. “We presently have all the customer footprint

shipping data, and there will be financial value in two, five or 10
years’ time of all that data. Where is our collective freight forwarding voice for data we now own?
“In my view, we need to forge links with a non-proprietary
neutral platform. We need a moderated forum where forwarders,
together with Customs, banks, customer organizations and governments can try to agree an acceptable platform for secure data.”
He also called on the industry to improve its own PR. “We
need professional PR promoting through all medias. We need to
articulate our vision, our soft benefits. We need to fight for the
headlines. “The market is simply too big – $15 trillion by 2025,
the cash piles too vast and the investors too numerous for change
not to happen.”
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar (www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Container booking platform INTTRA becomes latest
takeover for E2Open
Supply chain technology ﬁrm E2Open
has continued its acquisition spree with the
purchase of container booking platform
Inttra. The deal, which Inttra Chief Executive John Fay told The Loadstar had been
under discussion for some time, is expected
to create an additional $60 million in
annual revenue.
E2Open Chief Executive Mr. Farlekas
said: “This agreement will be a major boon
for customers, with the combination of
E2Open and Inttra further streamlining the
shipping process. “In particular, it will
streamline the data ﬂow between users and
help to reduce environmental footprints by
clearly showing the beneﬁt of opting for air
or ocean.”
Over the past three years, Inttra has
seen 40 per cent growth in its market share,
with industry volumes growing just 8-10
per cent. Mr. Fay said this success was
attributable to the power of digitization,
with standardization of processes and systems “vital” for modern business. “Our
growth has not been limited to one region,
we have diversiﬁed and at this moment are
focused on growing our reputation in Asia,”
he said. “We have had very strong penetration in India, particularly with its exports
proving very strong.”
Launched in 2001 by a consortium of
carriers, Inttra went independent eight
years ago, the original carriers maintaining a
49 per cent stake. While the terms of the
deal have not been published, Mr. Fay conﬁrmed E2Open would be acquiring 100 per
cent of the business. “The carriers will
remain strategic customers and, as such,
will join an advisory board to continue to
foster strategic cooperation,” Mr. Fay told
The Loadstar.
“Both E2Open and Inttra are of similar
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BY ALEXANDER WHITEMAN

heritage, born to solve similar problems,
improve efﬁciencies, overcome data constraints and reduce friction associated with
business. In joining forces we envision a
single platform with accelerated connection, streamlining, and operating all aspects
of manufacturing, logistics, distribution.”
Inttra boasts the top 12 carriers in the
world among its customers and estimates it
holds some 80 per cent of capacity – the
latest was last week when Taiwanese carrier
Wan Hai signed up to use its services. Chief
Inttra Operating Ofﬁcer Inna Kuznetsova
said she believed customers both large and
small would appreciate the move. “Changing dynamics and the growing costs of
shipping have led a lot of smaller carriers to
focus on customer services to differentiate
themselves,” she told The Loadstar. “And if
you can improve exchange of information
all sides of the business beneﬁt.
E2Open provides cloud-based on-
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demand software solutions for companies
within the supply chain sector. Mr. Farlekas
described the company as “essentially” a
distributed ledger platform, but said it used
a different encryption process to blockchain
operations.
Earlier this month it acquired Cloud
Logistics, following the purchases of Birch
Worldwide and Entomo during the ﬁrst
quarter of the year. A bid for Amber Road in
March was rejected by its shareholders.
The Loadstar understands that Inttra
will maintain independent branding and
manage its side of the business as a subsidiary of E2Open. The transaction is
expected to complete by year-end. A
spokesperson said that until regulatory
approval was granted and the transaction
closed, it would not discuss future plans.
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

North American rail freight stays on track, despite
heavy increases in diesel

Photo: Mitchw82

BY ALEXANDER WHITEMAN

The main North American rail freight carriers are reporting
record revenue growth and strong profits, even with diesel prices
surging. In the nine months to September, Union Pacific (UP) revenue grew 8 per cent to $15.9 billion, with its premium
intermodal business volumes growing 6 per cent year on year to
three million carloads. Even with profit growth of 28 per cent to
$4.4 billion as “efficiencies were implemented”, Chief Executive
Lance Fritz lamented the carrier’s failure to achieve the third-quarter productivity targets it had set itself. “While we reported solid
financials, we did not make the service and productivity gains we
expected during the quarter,” said Mr. Fritz. “We are making
progress implementing our new Unified Plan 2020 and we are
well positioned to drive improvement, going forward.”
Both Canadian National (CN) and Canadian Pacific (CP)
reported an 8 per cent bounce in nine-month revenue, to US$8
billion and US$4 billion, respectively, but CP saw profits drop 1
per cent to US$1 billion.
CP was among the worst-hit by rising diesel costs, with fuel
prices up 39 per cent year on year (only UP was hit worse, up 41
per cent) coming as intermodal volumes increased 27.5 per cent.
CP CEO Keith Creel said: “We remain disciplined in our approach
and are seeing continued and sustainable growth across our lines

of business. We have the foundational underpinnings and the
room to grow in the weeks, months and years ahead.”
In contrast, CN profits grew 10 per cent to US$2.4 billion,
with 6 per cent growth in volumes and only a 24 per cent increase
in its fuel costs. CEO JJ Ruest said the carrier had been aided by
investment in new resources. “We continue to see strong opportunities across multiple existing rail commodities and new supply
chain services,” he said. “The balance of our expansion projects
remains on track for completion before winter.”
Kansas City Southern recorded a 5 per cent growth in revenue to $2 billion, generating $467 million in profits (up 13 per
cent) and experienced the lowest fuel cost increase, up just 9 per
cent. However, the company said it had experienced a difficult
third quarter as a result of congestion in northern Mexico. President Patrick Ottensmeyer noted: “We’ve taken steps we are
confident will restore our service levels and allow us to continue
delivering strong, diversified cross-border growth. “As we look to
2019, our network offers unique opportunities for volume growth
from our robust chemicals & petroleum, intermodal, automotive
and export grain franchises.”
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar (www.theloadstar.co.uk)
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Business still booming for car-carriers, but headwinds
on the way
BY ALEXANDER WHITEMAN
Automotive shipping is still on the up,
having hit a low point in 2016, further gains
are expected, thanks to improving utilization levels, according to Drewry. Shipping
of ﬁnished vehicles grew 6 per cent last
year, but there has been a dearth of orders
for new car-carrying vessels, reports the analyst.
Head of car carriers at Drewry Tom
Ossieur, said: “Despite improving utilisation, owners and operators are holding off
acquiring capacity through ordering or chartered tonnage, as trade uncertainty weighs
on the market.”
During the ﬁrst half of this year, just
four car-carriers were ordered, with charter
activity focusing on short term contracts.
Furthermore, Drewry’s Finished Vehicle
Shipping Annual Review and Forecast
2018/19 report suggests localization and
trade wars could negatively impact growth
in the ﬁnished vehicle sector. “The recovery
is being challenged by threats of higher auto
tariffs, increasing localization of production
and a shift in car sales from mature to more
volatile emerging markets,” the report
notes. “These developments mean shorter
shipping distances and more frequent and
lengthier port calls, often to less-efﬁcient terminals.” The report also suggests higher
bunker costs and low-sulphur fuel regulations coming into force in 2020 will
increase costs – “all headwinds to recovery”.
Mr. Ossieur added that, overall, carcarrier efﬁciency had dropped 39 per cent
over the past decade, with vessels running
at slower speeds and spending more time in

ports. And he added: “Drewry does not foresee signiﬁcant improvements. Lower speeds,
shorter routes and trade lane imbalances are
here to stay. “Still, slow supply growth will
provide support to the supply-demand balance, with car carrier utilization forecast to

reach 86 per cent by 2022. But market
uncertainty and downside risks will continue to weigh on chartering activity, charter
periods and time charter rates.”
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Port of Nanaimo to have shared interim CEOs
Subsequent to Ewan Moir having left his position as President
and CEO of Port of Nanaimo on October 19, Ian Marr, Senior Vice
President of Finance & Administration, and Mike Davidson, Vice
President of Real Estate, will co-manage the CEO position. Mr.
Moir had become CEO after the retirement of former CEO Bernie
Dumas a year ago.
“We are very pleased to have two quality individuals who
have served the Port so well for many years who are willing, capable and able to help steer the path for the foreseeable future,” says
NPA Chair Michelle Corfield. “Both Ian and Mike have excellent
reputations and are well-liked and respected within the NPA organization, and in the community.” NPA Vice-Chair Donna Hais
commented that “The combination of skills and background from
Mike and Ian puts us in very capable hands during this transition
time.”
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Originally from Scotland, Marr started working for the
Nanaimo Harbour Commission, as it was then called, in 1987, in
property leasing. A Certified General Accountant and Chartered
Professional Accountant, he has been in his current position for
five years.
Davidson graduated from Malaspina College (now Vancouver
Island University), joined the Port in 1985 and has been in managing Port properties since 1992. “The Port has a lot of good things
going right now,” Davidson says, pointing to the recently
announced $18 million Vehicle Processing Centre, and the $10
million Western Canada Marine Response Corporation operation,
as well as the expected arrival of the Island Ferry Service from
downtown Nanaimo to downtown Vancouver foot passenger ferry
that is anticipated to start next year following the completion of
negotiations for a terminal site in Vancouver.
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